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WHAT THE SHERMAN LAW IS, AND WHAT
IT IS NOT

By Oliver E. Pagan,
Member of the Bar of the U. S. Supreme Court, the

Supreme Court of the District of Columbia,
the Supreme Court of Illinois

A PECULIAR thing about the Sherman law is that there
has been, on the one hand, an unusually large percent

age of failures in suits and prosecutions brought by the
Government, and, on the other hand, an unusually large
number of instances of unnecessary submission by business
men to governmental demands; all of which is the result
of the existence of a disposition in many government prose
cutors to think that the Sherman law is a trade blue law
or decalogue, and in the defense to fear that it is such a

thing.
It being impracticable here to cite the numerous authori

ties and statutes to support them, the writer submits the
following statements confidently believing that anyone who
keeps them collectively in mind and carefully examines the
authorities will find them to be substantially true.

A

Congress has sole and plenary power to regulate�to pre
scribe rules for governing�interstate commerce.

This power has been little used. Congress has passed
laws which do regulate�
The business of interstate common carriers,
The care of livestock transported in interstate commerce,
The interstate transportation of explosives, etc.;

And laws which prohibit�
The interstate transportation of�
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Lottery tickets,
Obscene articles,
"White slaves,"
Stolen motor vehicles,
Game killed in violation of State law ; etc.

When States undertake by law to encroach upon this

power of Congress, their laws are nullified by the Federal
courts in cases coming before them.
When individuals or corporations undertake to usurp

this power of Congress in certain ways, they violate the
Sherman law.
The Sherman law, then, is not a law to regulate inter

state commerce, but is a law to prevent certain private
regulations of or interferences with interstate commerce

which anticipate the action of Congress, leaving all others
untouched.

B

The title of the Sherman law is "An Act to protect trade
and commerce against unlawful restraints and monopolies."
The word "unlawful" in the title implies that there are

lawful restraints and monopolies, and that these are not
within the purview of the Act. For example�
The incidental elimination of competition arising from

the formation in a normal way of partnerships or corpora
tions out of competitive units, or from purchases under
normal conditions of the businesses of competitors, they
going out of business under the terms of the sale, are law
ful restraints; and patents give lawful monopolies to paten
tees, their lessees and assigns, though not any right to form
unlawful combinations with other patentees or others to
secure benefits over and above the benefits granted by the
patents. Note that a patentee has an exclusive right to
make, use and vend the article he invents. Copyrights are

in the same class. Exclusion is the main feature of all
monopolies.

C

The two important sections of the Sherman law are as

follows :

"1. Every contract, combination in the form of trust or
otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce
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among the several states, or with foreign nations, is hereby
declared to be illegal. Every person who shall make any
such contract, or engage in any such combination or con

spiracy, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on
conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine not exceeding
five thousand dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding
one year, or by both said punishments, in the discretion of
the court.
"2. Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to

monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other person
or persons to monopolize any part of the trade or com

merce among the several states, or with foreign nations,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on convic
tion thereof, shall be punished by fine not exceeding five
thousand dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding one

year, or by both said punishments, in the discretion of the
court."

D

The Sherman law is a law to prevent�
1. Carrying on interstate trade by unlawful methods,

looking (a) merely to the benefit of the actor or actors

through the exclusion of competitors from the trade (mo
nopoly provisions of Sec. 2 and conspiracy provision of
Sec. 1), or (b) to the benefit of the actors arising from the
use of "unified tactics" on their part, with injury (con
spiracy-monopoly provision of Sec. 2 and conspiracy pro
vision of Sec. 1) or without injury (contract and combina
tion provisions of Sec. 1) to competitors;

2. Persons not carrying on the trade in question from
interfering, by unlawful or tortious means, either gratui
tously or to obtain a collateral benefit, gratify spite, or

coerce action in some extraneous matter, with the carrying
on of that trade by another, or with the course of trade
between others (conspiracy provision of Sec. 1).

E

The Sherman law touches the common law only in the
phrase "restraint of trade," the meaning of which was fixed
at common law in numerous decisions upon contracts the
enforcement of which was sought in civil suits, and in a
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few decisions in criminal cases of conspiracy to restrain

trade, principally growing out of concerted but peaceable
efforts of workmen to secure better wages.
Carrying on trade under tacit understandings, or "uni

fication tactics," not in the contractual form (the Sherman-
law combination), was unnoticed in common-law times, is
not unlawful in England to-day, and is unlawful in the
United States only as it is made so by such specific pro
visions as that in Section 1 of the Sherman law. Just here
is the reason for the difference between the English and
American decisions. It is not a difference in reasoning,
but is one arising out of the positive provisions of the
American law. The courts of both countries are bound by
the common law until it is changed by statute. It has been
changed in this country but not in England, as to the mat
ter here under consideration.
In England, because of recent legislation against it, a

charge of conspiracy cannot now be predicated upon mere

concerted efforts of workmen peaceably to secure better
wages ; nor can such a charge be here based upon the Sher
man law. A recent statutory provision by Congress for
bids considering labor organizations unlawful combina
tions so long as their purposes are legitimate. Producers
of farm products, moreover, are exempted by law from
being charged with violating the Sherman law merely be
cause they fix reasonable prices for their products by
agreement.
Contracts in restraint of trade are in terms made illegal

by Section 1 of the Sherman law. They were not unlawful
at common law. They were merely unenforcible in the
courts because against public policy, with one exception:
A contract in restraint of trade in which the vendor of a
business and its good will agreed to keep out of the business
for such a reasonable time or within such a reasonable dis
tance as to insure the purchaser's obtaining the benefit of
his purchase was enforcible. As a result of modern con

ditions, such time and distance are now, in England, treated
with greater liberality than they formerly were. The same

exemption and like liberality of treatment are accorded
contracts in restraint of trade in the United States, the one

by force of the common law and the other by reason of
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modern considerations in its application. Just here lies the

only opportunity there is to consider reasonableness in con

nection with restraints of trade. The idea that reasonable
ness has any bearing upon combinations or conspiracies of
some traders to injure others, or upon gratuitous and
tortious interferences with the business of traders by non-

traders, is as absurd as the idea of reasonable burglary.
The word monopolize is used in the Sherman law in a

sense unknown to the common law. Monopolies of trade
at common law were granted by the crown. An exclusive

right was given by the crown. The monopoly of the Sher
man law arises from a grasping by traders of the trade
from their competitors by unlawful methods of carrying
on business, resulting in, or tending towards, the exclusion
of competitors from the trade. The excuse for the words
being used in the Sherman law lies in the fact that the
exclusion feature is common to both the common-law and
the Sherman-law monopoly�the result is the same in both
cases, although the methods of obtaining the two kinds of
monopoly differ, in that the one proceeded from the act of
the crown while the other proceeds from the acts of in
dividuals.
Again, a monopolist at common law usually had an ex

clusive right in the whole of a given line of trade, while
under the Sherman law one begins to monopolize a line of
trade as soon as he begins to use unlawful methods in
carrying on his business.
The size of the business, absolutely or relatively, is not

the criterion of monopoly under the Sherman law at all.
We may be sure that when Congress gets ready to limit the
volume of business one may do honestly, it will provide
some means of keeping track of all business done and of
furnishing all concerns engaged in each line of business
with the information that will prevent the ones doing a

dangerously large percentage of the business from passing
the limit fixed by law. It will be a long time before Con
gress does any such thing as this.
Indeed, if monopoly under the Sherman law has any

reference to the comparative size of the business, a small
concern using unlawful methods of carrying on its business
cannot be touched until it has secured by such methods say
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over half of the business. This consideration alone reduces
the proposition that a big business, as is popularly sup

posed, is a monopoly to an absurdity, because a single con

cern is amenable to the Sherman law only for monopolizing
under the second section of law and not at all under the
first section,, which requires the cooperation of two or more.

F

Expanding the foregoing, and drawing permissible in

ferences therefrom, we may say, that�

The first section of the Sherman law addresses itself only
to restraints of trade through contracts, combinations or

conspiracies.
Contracts and combinations in restraint of trade seek to

benefit the parties thereto at the expense of the public.
Conspiracies in restraint of trade seek to benefit the con

spirators at the expense of traders outside of the con

spiracy. The conspirators may or may not be traders them
selves.
If a group of traders seeks to injure its competitors out

side of the group by grasping the trade through methods
so unlawful as to exclude such competitors from the trade,
or to tend to that result, they not only conspire in restraint
of trade but they conspire to monopolize the trade.
If conspirators not in the trade seek to injure concerns

in trade, by unlawful interferences, they conspire to re

strain trade but they do not monopolize or grasp the trade
to themselves. There is, however, a distinction between a

direct object to injure and a direct object to benefit the

parties "conspiring" in a legitimate way with only inci
dental injury to others.
The second section of the law addresses itself only to

methods of doing business not normal or usual; i. e., to
unlawful methods within the meaning of those terms as

defined by the courts : and so it addresses itself to monopo
lization, in the sense of vexing, disturbing or distorting, the
whole of the trade in any line, it being a part of the whole
trade of the country. It is to be noted that the second
section covers the case of a single concern grasping busi
ness from its competitors by unlawful methods.
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The Sherman law is not a law to condemn transactions
which have always been normal in business even if in

cidental effects, having the appearances of restraints of

trade or of competition, flow therefrom. We may instance

a transaction involving the outright purchase of a com

petitor's business and property when it is bona fide and

does not come at the end of a campaign of unfair and

tortious trade methods used by the purchaser to put the
seller in a position where he must sell. The fact that the

competition formerly existing between the parties is elimi
nated by the sale does not make the transaction a "combi
nation in restraint of trade." Only separate and presently-
existing concerns can engage in a combination within the

meaning of the first section. A concern that goes out of
existence cannot engage in a continuing combination. A
defunct thing cannot function in any way. Of course any

thing lawful in itself may be a step in an unlawful plan.
The Sherman law is not a law to reduce all concerns to

one level by compelling large concerns to divide their busi
ness with smaller ones; i. e., not a law to maintain the
poor, incapable or inefficient at the expense of the rich,
capable or efficient, to handicap large concerns for the bene
fit of small ones, to give the small ones advantages in their
struggle for existence, or to enforce the golden rule, or any
rule but that of lawful competition, which necessarily car

ries with it the idea that success, it may be at the expense
of competitors, is a necessary incident to the working of
the rule of competition, which the law now favors instead
of a policy of governmental regulation.
The Sherman law is not a law to prevent a business con

cern from enjoying all the results of its successful com
petition lawfully conducted, even a resulting "monopoly,"
in the popular sense of that word.
The Sherman law is not a law to prevent a business con

cern from "dominating" its own business, or conducting it
in any lawful way which suits it, even if its methods differ
from those of other concerns and seem calculated to drive
such others out of business or to wreck its own business.
Neither the courts nor the Trade Commission can supervise
the business methods of business concerns, or do anything
but prevent the use by them of unlawful methods.
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The Sherman law is not a law to compel a business con

cern to know the extent of its competitors' businesses, in
dividually or collectively, or otherwise to attend to any
business but its own.

The Sherman law is not a law to limit the amount of
property or money to be used or invested in a given busi
ness, or to limit the number of different enterprises a given
concern may conduct, whether related or not, even if they
concern necessaries of life. The fact that legislation on

this subject is now under consideration in Congress is proof
that the Sherman law does not cover it.
The Sherman law is not a law to put business concerns

on the same footing as inn-keepers and common carriers
in their dealings with the public ; i. e., not a law to prevent
discrimination by a concern between its customers, or the
choosing of its customers, upon any theory that suits it,
without having to give a reason for so doing.
The Sherman law is not a law to authorize the courts to

ignore the rules of logic, or the well-settled principles of
the criminal or civil law.

G

Prevention, so far as the Government is concerned, takes
the forms of criminal punishment for past, and injunction
against continued, violation of the law.
That this law, contrary to usual principles, provides for

an injunction against the commission of crime, must be
taken to indicate that Congress felt an unusual tenderness
towards prospective violators of it, or else that Congress
foresaw that such difficulties would arise in interpreting
the law as fairly to call for their settlement, as to some

practices at least, in civil proceedings. The latter seems to
have been the view of the Department of Justice in its ad
ministration of the law.

H

The conditions prevailing at the time the Sherman law
was enacted have so far changed that the unlawful methods
then freely used for grasping trade from competitors have
mostly disappeared, and the current practice is for traders
to adopt "unified tactics" coming within the combination
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provision of Section 1. Of course, combinations in restraint
of trade being in terms made illegal by Section 1, the use

of such tactics constitutes an unlawful method of doing
business upon which a charge of conspiracy to monopolize
under Section 2 may be based.

Furthermore, the "unified tactics" now in vogue assume

the form of the Eddy plan of so-called open competition,
which seems to be a lawyer-made scheme for inducing
business men to fool themselves and believe that they can

at the same time fool the courts. This plan has recently
been properly characterized as "teamwork to fleece the

public." The good old-fashioned method of trading was

for each business man to attend strictly to his own business
without consulting his competitors or reporting the details
of his business to them from day to day. Above everything
else the Sherman law is a law to preserve the normal and
condemn the abnormal method in business. The Eddy plan
is a ridiculously abnormal method of competition which
would never have been thought of if the Sherman law had
not been on the books. We can easily imagine what a cry
of protest would arise from business men if it were pro
posed to compel business men by law to do the things which
they now so willingly do in pursuance of the Eddy plan.
Let us hope that this Eddy plan is the last ditch of the
Sherman law violators among traders.
Most of the violations of the Sherman law by non-

traders�those who interfere, for purposes of their own,
with the freedom of action by traders, in whose business

they have no or only a secondary interest, have been per

petrated by laborers working for traders directly or in

directly.
Under a government of law, no sane person can claim a

right to impose punishment upon another for not conduct

ing his business according to rules laid down by the person

aggrieved, or wantonly to destroy the business or property
of one who does not comply with his demands in matters

pertaining only indirectly to the trade being carried on.

And yet laborers assume to do this, and believe that the
law is powerless to interfere. Certain classes of laborers,
like the I. W. W., are honest enough to say that their "right"
to do such things is above and outside of law. The others,
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or at least their representatives, seem to think that union

organization endows them with a species of sanctity that

exempts them from the operation of the laws upon which
society relies for its continued existence. A recent decision
of the Supreme Court has disabused the minds of unionists
upon this point, so much so that they now talk of securing
a repeal of the Sherman law as though that were the only
law standing in the way of their unconscionable claims. A
state of society wherein such things would be permissible
is unthinkable.



THE PARDONING POWER OF THE PRESI
DENT

By Hugh A. Fisher,
of the Maryland Bar.

HPHE Constitution provides that the President shall have

power to grant reprieves and pardons for offenses

against the United States, except in cases of impeachment.
Very few constitutional questions seem to have arisen under
this power.
The power is unlimited and may be exercised at any

time after the offense has been committed, namely, either
before, during or after proceedings. The whole penalty
may be remitted or any part thereof, and may also be upon
such condition as the President deems proper to impose,
but the condition must be legal and consistent.
This subject might more properly be referred to as

Executive clemency, as it covers several classes of so-called
pardons. The word pardon is generally referred to as a

full and unconditional pardon, or absolute pardon, which,
when granted, not only obliterates the crime but restores
the petitioner, as far as a pardon can do so, to his civil
rights. Such is not the case, however, where clemency is
extended by reducing the term of imprisonment. This
action is known as commutation of sentence and does not
restore the petitioner's civil rights. Neither does the mere

remission of a fine. Such an extension of clemency would
necessitate the party receiving the same to file another
petition, after having been released for a period of time
called a probationary period (usually from two to five

years, depending upon the nature of the offense), for re

storation of civil rights. While an absolute pardon blots
out the offense and the offender is, in the eyes of the law,
innocent, it does not restore offices forfeited, or property
or interests vested in others in consequence of the con

viction and judgment. (Ex parte Garland, 4 Wall. 333.)
It has been held, however, that a full and unconditional

pardon removes the disability to testify consequent upon
a judgment of conviction. In this connection it is deemed
proper to refer to a comparatively recent decision of the
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United States Supreme Court in the case of Rosen et al., v.
United States (245 U. S., 467), which held that under the
modern rule, supported both by legislation and by the very

great weight of judicial authority, all persons of competent
understanding are permitted to testify to relevant facts
within their knowledge, and the former common-law rule

disqualifying witnesses convicted of crime will not longer
be followed, but such conviction will be given due considera
tion in determining the credibility and weight of their

testimony.
A pardon is a deed to the validity of which delivery is

essential; and delivery is not complete without acceptance.
It may then be rejected by the person to whom it is ten

dered, and if it be rejected, there is no power in a court
to enforce it. (U. S. v. Wilson, 7 Pet. 150) .

The power of pardon is conferred by the Constitution
upon the office of the President, and the President has the
right to arrest the pardon before it is delivered to the
grantee, and his successor in the office of President has the
same right in that respect. (Matter of DePuy, 3 U. S.
307).
The initial proceeding in a clemency case is by petition

which should be signed by the prisoner or in some way in
dicate his approval. This petition is filed with the Pardon
Attorney in the Department of Justice and should set forth
where the prisoner is confined; his age at the time of the
offense; his place of residence; whether he has previously
been convicted of any offense, giving his prior criminal
record, if any; the place of the conviction; nature of the
offense; the sentence; whether the case was appealed, and
the judgment of the court. There should also be incor
porated therein a statement of the facts in the case, and it
should be signed by two or more credible persons stating
the grounds on which they base their approval.
After the petition has been filed, it is referred to the

Judge and United States Attorney for the district in which
the prosecution was had for their recommendations. The
case is then briefed for the President in the Department of
Justice and transmitted to him with the Attorney Gen
eral's recommendation. When the President has acted, the
papers are returned to the Department of Justice, and if
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the action is favorable a warrant is prepared and sent to
the Warden or Jailer, as the case may be, in order that the

prisoner may be released. This warrant is then delivered
to the prisoner. In the event the action of the Executive
is adverse, the prisoner is accordingly notified.
A somewhat similar petition is required in connection

with the restoration of civil rights, which is filed sometime
after the prisoner has completed his term of imprisonment.
There should, however, accompany such a petition affidavits

showing that the petitioner has conducted himself in a law-

abiding manner since his release.

Referring to this power of the President, Honorable Wil
liam Howard Taft, in his book on "The Presidency," states
in part as follows :
" * * * It is one of the most difficult duties that the

President has to perform. It is left to his arbitrary dis
cretion, and the only rule that he can follow is that he shall
not exercise it against the public interest. The guilt of the
man with whose case he is dealing is usually admitted and,
even if it is not, the judgment of the court settles that fact
in all but a few cases. The question which the President
has to decide is whether, under peculiar circumstances of

hardship, he can exercise clemency without destroying the
useful effect of punishment in deterring others from com

mitting crimes. The ordinary result of human punishment
is that those near to the criminal, or dependent upon him,
suffer in many cases more than he does, and their pitiable
condition often furnishes a plea for mitigation of the

penalty. There is adequate machinery in the Department
of Justice to have all cases examined by an assistant attor
ney general, and the cases are briefed and brought to the
President, with the recommendation of the attorney gen
eral upon which he can safely act. * * *."
The foreging briefly sets forth some of the difficulties con

fronted in dealing with clemency matters.
A great deal might be said with respect to the various

angles of pardon cases, but it is hoped that the above will
suffice to furnish a general aspect of the subject.



THE TERRITORIAL SEA
(Address delivered before the Canadian Bar Association at the

annual meeting held in Montreal on September 6, 1923)

By Martin Conboy

of the New York Bar, Representing the American Bar
Association.

THE recent decision of the United States Supreme Court,1
in what will probably be known as the Sea Stores cases,

is one of the most important pronouncements of that court
on an international law subject, for it is the first authorita
tive decision by any tribunal, whose judgments command

respect beyond its own jurisdiction, declaring the area or

limits of the Territorial Sea and denning the character and
extent of the control of the littoral sovereignty over those
waters.
The Supreme Court, expressing what will probably be

regarded as the American doctrine respecting both limit
of area of these marginal waters and the extent and char
acter of the sovereignty of the littoral power, employs lan
guage so clear and positive as to leave no room for doubt
as to what is intended to be decided. The opinion of the
court is not a contribution to the discussion of vexed ques
tions of international law but a definite and ultimate de
cision of them, and for this reason as well as because of the
general interest to lawyers and laymen alike of the subject
itself and of the circumstances out of which the cases arose,
I have chosen The Territorial Sea as the subject of my
address.
In the Sea Stores cases, the plaintiffs, who were steam

ship companies, operating passenger ships between United
States ports and foreign ports, filed a bill in equity in the
federal district court for the Southern District of New
York, to enjoin the threatened application to them and to
their ships of certain regulations promulgated in enforce
ment of the National Prohibition Act.
The defendants were officers of the United States,

charged with the Act's enforcement. The cases are cited
1 The Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd., et al. vs. Andrew P. Mellon (and eleven

other cases), decided Apr. SO, 192S.
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under the title of Cunard Steamship Co. v. Mellon, the de
fendant named being Secretary of the Treasury.
Ten of the complainants were foreign corporations and

their ships of foreign registration ; the remaining two were

domestic corporations and their ships of United States
registry. All the ships had long carried, as part of their
sea stores, intoxicating liquors, intended to be sold or dis
pensed to their passengers and crews at meals or otherwise
for beverage purposes. By the laws of all the foreign ports
at which the ships touched this was permitted and by the
laws of some it was required. The liquors were purchased
for the ships and taken on board in foreign ports, and were

sold or dispensed in the course of all voyages, whether from
or to those ports.
The first section of the Eighteenth (The Prohibition)

Amendment to the Constitution of the United States is, as
follows :

"Section 1 : After one year from the ratification of this
article the manufacture, sale or transportation of intoxi

cating liquors within, the importation thereof into, or the
exportation thereof from the United States and all territory
subject to the jurisdiction thereof for beverage purposes is

hereby prohibited."
The National Prohibition Act,2 known popularly or other

wise as the Volstead Law, was enacted to enforce the
Eighteenth Amendment, and, in order to make its provi
sions effective certain departmental and administrative in
structions were issued. In October, 1922, the Attorney
General, in answer to an inquiry by the Secretary of the
Treasury, gave an opinion3 to the effect that the National
Prohibition Act, construed in connection with the Eigh
teenth Amendment to the Constitution, made it unlawful
for any ship, either domestic or foreign, to bring into the
territorial waters of the United States, or to carry while
within such waters, intoxicating liquors, intended for bever
ages purposes, whether cargo or sea stores, and for any
domestic ship, even without those waters, to carry such

liquors for such purposes, either as cargo or sea stores.

2 41 Stat. 305.
3 Oct. 6, 1922. (See opinion of the Supreme Court in the case cited.)
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The President thereupon directed the preparation, pro
mulgation, and application of new instructions conforming
to that construction of the Act. Being advised of this, and
that, under the new instructions, the defendants would
seize all liquors carried in contravention of the Act as so

construed, and would proceed to subject the plaintiffs and
their ships to penalties provided in the Act, the plaintiffs
filed their bills to enjoin the enforcement of such regula
tions.
It is apparent at once that the determination of the con

tentions involved in these suits depended upon the manner

in which the terms of the Eighteenth Amendment should
be defined by the court, for the court was required to say
whether the carriage on board ships operating between
foreign ports and United States ports of intoxicating liquors
as part of the; sea stores of such ships constituted the
transportation within or the importation thereof into the
United States and territory subject to the jurisdiction
thereof.
The United States Supreme Court, by a process of defini

tion, has answered the question in the affirmative.
Transportation, in the constitutional provision, says the

Court, "comprehends any real carrying about or from one

place to another."

Importation, "consists in bringing an article into the
country from the outside. If there be an actual bringing
in, it is importation, regardless of the mode in which it is
effected. Entry through a customs house is not of the
essence of the Act."
Territory, in the phrase "the United States and all terri

tory subject to the jurisdiction thereof"�and this is the
word that involved a definition of the extent and character
of jurisdiction over the Territorial Sea�territory "means
the regional areas of land and adjacent waters over which
the United States claims and exercises dominion and con

trol as a sovereign power." No distinction is made, there
fore, between land and adjacent waters, and the court de
clares with a positiveness that borders on the dogmatic that
"It now is settled in the United States and recognized else
where, that the territory subject to its jurisdiction includes
the land areas under its dominion and control, the ports,
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harbors, bays and other enclosed arms of the sea along its

coast, and a marginal belt of the sea extending from the
coastline outward a marine league or three geographic
miles."4
May I direct your attention, at this point, to the fact that

this definition is a judicial and not a legislative one. It is
not to be found in the Constitutional Amendment nor in the
Enforcement Act. It is not taken from any general or
statutory construction statute. In fact it may be doubtful
that Congress has any power to define the territorial limits
of the United States.8 I am not considering at this point
the extensile power that a nation may exercise in its own

defence, but only the extent of territory subject to the ex

clusive and absolute jurisdiction of the nation susceptible
of no limitation not imposed by the nation, itself. The
definition is, therefore, the Supreme Court's understanding
4 If the law were "settled" prior to the announcement by the Supreme Court in the

case cited it was by Justice Story on circuit in The Ann. 1 Fed Cas. 926 ; ( Case
No. 397) 1 Gall. 62; Circuit Court D. of Massachusetts, May Term 1812, in which
he said, "All the writers upon public law agree that every nation has exclusive

jurisdiction to the distance of a cannon shot or marine league over the waters

adjacent to its shores. * * � Indeed such waters are considered as a part
of the territory of the sovereign." Chief Justice Marshall's language in Church
v. Hubbart, 2 Cranch, 187, as follows: "The authority of a nation within its own

territory is absolute and exclusive. The seizure of a vessel within the range of
its cannon by a foreign force is an invasion of that territory and is a hostile
act which it is its duty to repel," upon which both Justice Story in The Ann.
and Justice Van Deventer in the Sea Stores cases rely, seems hardly to go so

far as to extend the territorial sovereignty of the littoral state for all purposes
throughout the marginal sea. Neither of these cases involved the applicability
of the criminal law of the littoral state in the marginal sea beyond the ques
tion of prohibitions against illicit commerce. Fifty-two years after the decision
of The Ann. Mr. Justice Field on circuit in California regarded the question
as so far unsettled as to hold as follows of the jurisdiction of Mexico: "The
jurisdiction of that country over all offences committed within a marine league
of its shore, not on a vessel of another nation, was complete and exclusive."
This was in United States v. Smiley, 27 Fed. Cas. 1132 (Case No. 16317) ; 8

Sawy. 640, a case also cited in Sea Stores cases. The significant qualification
"not on a vessel of another nation" seems to have been ignored in the latter

opinion.
5 California only claims maritime jurisdiction to the extent of three English miles.

i. e. approximately half a mile less than a marine league. It is possible that
one of the seaboard states may claim jurisdiction to cannon range, as indeed
an old case would seem to indicate that the State of New York might do
(Mahler v. Transportation Co., 35 N. Y. 352, where Long Island Sound was

held to be territorial water because the entrance could be commanded by cannon).
The question may well be asked whether Congress ean add a federal strip out

side the limits to which California has sought to withdraw and refuse to
another state what it claims under international law. The answer to such �

question is beyond the scope of the present article, and it may be hoped will
never become a practical one, but it introdnees some further confusion into the

subject by raising a distinction between territorial sovereignty and the extent
of specific rights and duties such as customs inspection and neutrality, which
are national in nature.
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of what is comprised within the territory of the United
States.
The Supreme Court's opinion transfers the boundary of

the marginal sea out of the realm of debatable things into

the realm of the absolute, and likewise determines the nature

and extent of the authority of the littoral sovereignty. It

applies an unvarying standard of measurement to the area

and certain terms of precise meaning to the jurisdiction to

be exercised within that area. The marginal belt of the
sea, extending from the coast line outward a marine league
or three geographic miles, is as much a part of the territory
of the United States, under this decision, as the State of
Kansas. In the interest of accuracy, there is one qualifica
tion to be applied in connection with this statement. The

marginal sea is subject to a servitude, resulting from the
common ownership by all nations of the seas beyond the
three mile limit, of the right of innocent passage through
territorial waters.6 The qualification is expressed in the

opinion of the United States Supreme Court in the case of
Manchester v. Massachusetts (139 U. S. 240, at page 257)
as follows:
"The open sea within this limit is, of course, subject to

the common right of navigation."
However, it is doubtful, to say the least, whether the

common right of navigation or the doctrine of innocent

passage as international jurists call it, permits the carriage
within our territorial waters of intoxicating liquors.7 The
� Thia right, which is recognized by practically all writers on the subject, is thus

phrased in Article 5 of the Rules adopted by the Institute of International Law
at Paris in 1894:
"All ships without distinction have the right of innocent passage through the

territorial sea saving to belligerents the right of regulating such passage and,
for the purpose of defense, of forbidding it to any ship, and saving to neutrals
the right of regulating the passage of ships of war of all nationalities through
the said sea." (Trans, of H. B. Crocker, The Extent of the Marginal Sea, Gov
ernment Printing Office, 1919.)

7 Bluntschli : Le Droit Internationale Codifie", 1895, says, "The jurisdiction of the

adjacent sea only extends over the littoral sea within the limits considered neces

sary by the police and military authorities. The ship in all other respects is as

free as if it were in the open sea ; that is, it is regarded as a floating part of
the territory of the State whose flag it flies." (Sec. 322, Trans. H. G. Crocker,
p. 10.) A distinction may, of course, be made between carriage of liquor for
the purpose of smuggling into the country and carriage from one foreign port
to another, which might reasonably be regarded as innocent. Carriage of
liquor in either case is apparently forbidden by the Volstead Act as interpreted.
It is difficult to see how the latter case might arise without the complicating
element of the ships entering a United States port.
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Attorney General's opinion of October 6th, 1922, declared
that it is unlawful for any ship, whether domestic or for

eign, to bring into territorial waters of the United States,
or to carry while within such waters, intoxicating liquors.
intended for beverage purposes. This would seem to be as

plain a declaration as language permits against the entry
into our territorial waters of ships with intoxicating liquors
aboard.
The doctrine of territorial ownership of the marginal

belt of sea to the distance of a marine league from low
water mark on shore was in the year 1909 declared by a

federal judge to be applicable in determining the extent of
the territory of one of the states of the United States. New
Jersey adopted a statute extending its border to a space of
one marine league from low water mark and the validity
of this enactment was upheld by the United States Circuit
Court for the Southern District of New York. Referring
to the opinion of the United States Supreme Court in
Manchester v. Massachusetts, the circuit judge held that
the court had there "declared that it must be regarded as

established that as between nations the minimum limit of
the territorial jurisdiction of a nation over tide waters is
a marine league from its coast. Both from the language
quoted and from the nature of the decision in the Man
chester case," he continues : "it seems to me to follow that
New Jersey may, in the exercise of its sovereignty, extend
its own borders for the space of one marine league from
low water mark and make the region so annexed as much
a portion of the State as any other part of its territory."
And in the same case, the circuit judge declared that the
"existence of territorial jurisdiction must imply territorial
ownership." (U. S. v. Newark Meadows Imp. Co. 173 Fed.
Rep. 426, at p. 429.)
The doctrine announced by the Supreme Court of the

United States and subordinate federal courts will be scruti
nized elsewhere in the light of international law principles,
and in speaking to an association of lawyers of another
country, the decision should undoubtedly be discussed in its
relation to the opinions held by international jurists re

garding the Territorial Sea.
The London Morning Post, shortly after the rendition of
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the opinion by the Supreme Court, contained a contribution
from a British jurist, who had been associated with Sir
Charles Russell in the Bering Sea Arbitration in 1896.

The article directed attention particularly to the opinion
of Sir Alexander Cockburn, Lord Chief Justice, in the case

of The Franconia reported as Regina v. Keyn, 2 Exch. Div.
63 as expressing the correct legal conception of territorial
waters as the writer believed it to be understood by the

greatest English lawyers. The views therein expressed do
not differ substantially from those maintained by de Lapra-
delle,8 who is probably the foremost champion of the opin
ion maintained by those writers on international law who

emphatically deny the territorial character of the maritime
belt and concede to littoral states in the interest of safety
of the coasts only certain powers of control, jurisdiction,
policing and the like, but not sovereignty.
The views of Sir Alexander Cockburn, as expressed in

his opinion in The Franconia case, were adopted and ad
vanced by Mr. Choate in his argument in the Manchester
case. He contended there that the marine league distance
had prominence merely because of its adoption as a bound

ary in certain agreements and treaties and from its fre

quent mention in text books, but had never been established
in law as a fixed boundary. It is apparent from the lan

guage of the Supreme Court in the Manchester case and
from the character of its reference there to the opinion of
the Court of Crown Cases Reserved in The Franconia case,
that the views of Sir Alexander Cockburn were not then
adopted by our Supreme Court and the insistence in the
Sea Stores cases of complete sovereignty in the Territorial
Sea brings into sharp relief and contrast the conflict be
tween the views of that great jurist and those of our

Supreme Court.
� De Lapradelle is here taken as the type of those who deny the full extent of terri

torial sovereignty merely because he has gone further in that direction than
any others. In a sense, however, he is not typical. His novel and ingenious
theory of coastal servitudes in favor of the littoral state in the sea which is
the property of all nations is against the general trend of authorities and of
international usage. The majority of those writers of whom he is here regarded
as representative assert a much less definite "jurisdiction" in the littoral state.
For the views of de Lapradelle see Le Droit de L'Etat sur la Mer Territorial*,
in Revue Generate de Droit Internationale Public, Vol. 6, 1898 ; Crocker's collec
tion, p. 183 ; for criticism of his views, see Westlake International Law, Part I,
Peace [Second Edition Crocker's Collection, p. 469], and Du Vigneaux, Le Droit
de VEtat sur la Mer Territoriale, p. 24, sea.
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In view of this diversity of opinion, is the decision of the
United States Supreme Court in the Sea Stores cases out
of harmony with the views of recognized authorities on in
ternational law?

There are really two questions involved :

First: What is the area within which the littoral state
exercises jurisdiction? and,
Second: What is the nature of that jurisdiction? Is it

territorial ownership, complete sovereignty or merely a

series of servitudes of definite character?

First: As to the area of the Territorial Sea. The In
stitutes declared that the sea is "communis omnium natu-
rali jure." Examples, however, of certain states having
prescribed rules of navigation to other states may be found
in ancient history. The City of Tyre claimed the adjoining
seas ; the Romans gave directions to the Carthaginians ; the
Athenians prohibited the Median ships of war from enter

ing their seas and also dictated to the Lacedaemonians.9

It was not until the early middle ages, however, that ex
tensive claims to sea jurisdiction were made. The origin
of such claims is attributed to the necessity of protecting
maritime and commercial nations from piracy, and the
idea of protection is still frequently invoked by writers on

public international law as the basis of sea sovereignty. In
1229 Venice began to demand dues from all vessels sailing
in the north Adriatic. Bologna and Ancona resisted but
Venice, by force of arms, established her sovereignty. In
1299 procurators of merchants and marines of Genoa,
Spain, Germany, Holland, Iceland, Denmark and Norway,
presenting a memorial to certain commissioners sitting in
Paris to redress injuries inflicted on merchants of various
countries by a French Admiral in English waters, recog
nized in England "the exercise of sovereign dominion."

Soon after the assertion of jurisdiction over the sea, at
tempts were made, especially in the writings of the early
Italian jurists, to assign legal limits to maritime jurisdic
tion. One whose authority in the Middle Ages was very
great declared the law to be that jurisdiction extended to a

� Halleck, International Lav, Fourth Edition. VoL 1, p. 134. footnote (Croektr't
Collection*, p. 88) .
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distance of one hundred miles from the coast or less than
two days' journey from it. Within this space the ruler had

power to apprehend and punish delinquents just as he had
on land. Another Italian jurist, a pupil of the first, al

lotted a wide limit to the maritime rights of the Prince of
the adjoining territory, but reduced the space from one

hundred to sixty miles, a distance which was supposed to
be equal to one day's journey from the coast.
In the bulls of Alexander VI of May 3 and 4, 1493, after

the discovery of the new world, the lands and seas were

divided between the Spaniards and Portuguese. The pre
tensions of these nations, based upon the papal bulls, were
denied by England, and Queen Elizabeth refused to admit
any right in Spain to deprive her subjects from freely navi
gating the waters of the Indies. A similar attitude on the

part of England was maintained against the pretentions of
Denmark at the Conference at Bremen in 1602.
Seven years later, in 1609, Grotius published his famous

Mare Liberum. It was a time when some nations were as

serting a wide maritime dominion. In the basin of the
Mediterranean the Adriatic was treated as a part of the
dominion of Venice; the Ligurian Sea belonged to Genoa,
and France claimed, to some not very well defined extent,
the waters stretching outwardly over the coast. England
not only asserted her dominion over the Channel, the North
Sea, and the seas outside of Ireland, but more vaguely
claimed the Bay of Biscay and the ocean to the north of
Scotland. The latter claim was disputed by Denmark,
which considered the whole space between Iceland and
Norway to belong to her. The Baltic was shared between
Denmark and Sweden. Spain asserted dominion over the
Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico. Portugal declared the
Indian Ocean and all the Atlantic south of Morocco to be
long to it.10
Mare Liberum was principally an attack upon the pre

tensions of the Portuguese, but it also inferentially denied
the claims of the English, and Charles I answered through
Selden in a dissertation symmetrically styled Mare Clausum.
Selden, while he combated the views of Grotius in the inter-
10 See, for the matters discussed, Fulton, The Sovereignty of the Sea, Sec. II, Chap.

I, De Lapradelle leupra, Crocker't Collection, p. 187 and note].
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ests of England, admitted that a State could not forbid the

navigation of its seas by other peoples without being want

ing in the duties of humanity.
There were in operation at all times forces which con

stantly tended to a modification of the extremer views of
the protagonists of these conflicting schools. The inhabi
tants of the littoral state were accorded special and even

exclusive fishing privileges in the marginal waters. In time

of war a neutral sovereignty was entitled to protection
against the consequences of engagements fought in these
waters. The protection of the revenue involved the neces

sity of preventing smuggling and similar considerations

produced quarantine regulations. It was contrary to the

experience of nations to deny the existence of the terri
torial sea and even Grotius admitted its necessity for pur
poses of national protection. Mare Liberum sought to re

strict its limits and was successful in so doing. As the seas

became safer it was no longer necessary to keep their peace
and the boundaries of the Mare Liberum were enlarged
and those of the territorial sea diminished. In the first half
of the eighteenth century Van Bynkershoek made definite
the extent of the area of the marginal sea controlled by a

littoral sovereignty in the maxim "Potestas terrae finitur
ubi finitur armorum vis."11 In definite terms, the area was

limited by the range of ordnance. He specifically denied the
extension to one hundred miles, sixty miles, the two days'
and one day journey of the Italian jurists, discussed and
discarded the doctrine that "dominion over the sea extends
as far as the eye can reach"12 defined by Philip II, King of

Spain, in the Nautical Law which he gave to the Nether-
u Loquor artem de his temporibus, quibus illis machinis utimur ; alsoquin generaliter

dicendum esset, potestatem terrae finiri ubi finitur armorum vis ; etenim haecf ut
diximus possessionem tuetur. Van Bynkershoek, De Dominio Maris, Cap. II
(Crocker, p. 15).

u Van Bynkershoek, De Dominio Maris, Cap. II (Crocker's Collection, p. 15 ) : "This
measure has been championed by de Rayneval, Institutes du droit de le nature et

des gens. Vol. 1, p. 300, and Godey, Les limites de la mer territorial in Revue

Generale, Vol. Ill ( 1896 ) , p. 229, and has been subjected to unduly hard criticism.
It is a far more definite measure than the ranee of cannon, for it is definitely
fixed by the curvature of the earth, it has much practical usefulness and ap

proximates, when measured at a man's height from the water line, the three

miles ultimately agreed upon. De Lapradelle criticises Godey and rather illog-
ieally says that, of course, Godey, being � sailor, is inclined to adopt such a rule

from professional bent, but that should not make one believe that it has intrinsic

merit. After all the seas are quite as likely to be navigated in the future as

in the past more by sailors than by international jurists.
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landers in 1563, and expressed his epochal conclusion as

follows :

"Wherefore on the whole it seems a better rule that the
control of the land (over the sea) extends as far as cannon

will carry ; for that is as far as we seem to have both com

mand and possession."
Fulton, a modern British authority,13 says :

"The almost universal practice which had grown up regu

lating the salute of a vessel coming within range of a bat

tery on a foreign coast had prepared the way for the ac

ceptance of the doctrine. It was a recognition that the
vessel had passed within the sphere of territorial authority
of the particular State. It was the rule in England at least
that 'the sea should salute the land' and the range of guns
determine the limit within which the salute ought to be
rendered."

Beyond the reach of cannon no salute was expected;
within it, usage, international courtesy, or the law required
it. No foreign ship with its flag aloft could come within
range of an English fort or castle without exposing itself
to the risk of a shot.
The gunshot limit had also been long established in con

nection with another international relationship�namely,
the right of visitation of neutral vessels in the open sea.

Many treaties had been made which stipulated that a visit
ing ship was not to approach nearer than within cannon

shot and was then to send one of its boats with a few men

to conduct the examination necessary.
The doctrine of Van Bynkershoek expressed in the aphor

ism quoted, while eventually accepted almost everywhere,
did not command immediate assent. Publicists who came

after him in the eighteenth century did not as a rule ad
here to it as the sole principle for delimiting the territorial
belt. Nor was there any unanimity among the interna
tional authorities on the distance that might be regarded
as the reach of guns from the coast, and it was not until
1789 that Von Martens, one of the greatest authorities on

international law, gave the equivalent distance as three
miles and declared this distance to be the least that a nation
13 Fulton, The Sovereignty of the Seat, p. 556.
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ought to claim as the extent of its dominion in the neighbor
ing sea.

The United States were the first power to adopt one sea

league as the equivalent of a gunshot from the shore.
When the war between Great Britain and France broke
out in 1793 the United States found it necessary to define
the extent of the line of territorial protection which they
claimed on their coast in order to give effect to their neutral

rights and duties. Washington, who was then President,
instructed the executive officers to consider the line re

strained for the time being to be the distance of one sea

league or three geographic miles from the shores. In the
next year Congress passed a law authorizing the district
courts of the United States to take cognizance of all cap
tures made within one marine league of the American
shores.1*
The new boundary of one marine league or three geo

graphic miles as the equivalent of the gunshot limit was
introduced into English law and practice shortly after its
adoption by the United States, through the decisions of the
High Court of Admiralty in questions affecting the extent
of neutral waters. The decisions were those of Sir Wil
liam Scott, who in 1800 in the case of Twee Goebroeders
adopted both the gunshot limit and the distance of three
miles as its equivalent for the boundary of neutral waters,
and repeated the holding in 1805, in the case of The Anna
which was captured at the mouth of the Mississippi by a

British privateer. Fulton says that it is in these decisions
of the High Court of Admiralty that the three mile limit
originated in England. They furnished the legal prece
dents which regulated subsequent practice. The gunshot
limit was a doctrine borrowed from continental publicists
and three miles as its equivalent from recent American
practice. Both were previously unknown to English law.15
Modern ordnance has materially increased cannon range

beyond the limit attained in the early part of the eighteenth
century, but the three-mile limit persists despite the
international logicians and is to-day, as the United States
Supreme Court says, recognized elsewhere than with us.

14 Fulton, The Sovereignty of the Seat, pp. 578, 574.
10 Fulton, The Sovereignty of the Seas, pp. 576, 677.
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Even where cannon range is still expressed as the extent
of the jurisdiction of the littoral state over the Territorial

Sea, the limit is definitely measured as three geographic
miles from the shore. The alternative declaration, cannon
shot or three miles, is to be found in the Russian law of
1869 on Captures and Re-captures and in the Japanese
declaration of neutrality in 1870, at the time of the Franco-

German war. At the Hague conference on North Sea Fish

eries, October 10th, 1881, it was at the limit of three miles

that the delegates fixed the confines of the Territorial Sea.
At the Paris conference on the neutralization of the Suez
Canal and of the Territorial Sea thereto approaching, the
Russian Government tried in vain to have the limit ex

tended beyond the three miles. It was at three miles that

the Paris Conference and the Constantinople Treaty on the

Suez Canal, October 29th, 1888, stood firm. The Bering
Sea Arbitral Tribunal affirmed "three miles as the ordinary
limit of the Territorial Sea." The French decree of June

12th, 1896, on the conditions of admission and sojourn of

ships in time of war, preserved the distance of three miles
for the Territorial Sea. The English Territorial Waters
Act of 1878, passed as a result of the decision of the Court
of Crown Cases Reserved, in the Franconia case, extended
the justice of the shore to three miles out.

Great Britain, France, Austria, the United States of
America and other states, in municipal laws and interna
tional treaties, accept the breadth of one marine league as

the range of the Territorial Sea.

It is a fair statement to make, therefore, that by the
overwhelming usage and practice of nations, the three
mile limit is accepted as the boundary of the Territorial
Sea.16

I have not attempted to discuss the methods adopted for
determining when bays are to be regarded as part of the
adjacent state. The limit of ten miles from headland to

w The extent to which three miles has been adopted by international usage is indi
cated by the declarations of neutrality during the World War. In the Italian
declaration 6 nautical miles were fixed. Norway, which had formerly claimed
4 miles, was forced to limit its declaration to 3 miles. Sweden insisted on 4

miles. Note of March 5, 1915, to American Secretary of State Bryan. Host of
the neutral powers, however, adopted 3 miles.
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headland is generally accepted.17 Our own authority, Mr.
John Bassett Moore, now a Judge of the World Court, sug
gests reasons both of convenience and of safety for the

adoption of that limit. In his opinion, the ten-mile line is
a practical rule:
"The transgression of an encroachment upon territorial

waters by fishing vessels is generally a grave offense, in
volving in many instances the forfeiture of the offending
vessel, and it is obvious that the narrower the space in

which it is permissible to fish the more likely the offense

is to be committed. In order therefore that fishing may

be both practicable and safe and not constantly attended
with the risk of violating territorial waters, it has been

thought expedient not to allow it where the extent of free

waters, between the three-mile line drawn on each side of
the bay is less than four miles. This is the reason of the
ten-mile line. Its intention is not to hamper or restrict the
right to fish, but to render its exercise practicable and safe.
When fishermen fall in with a shoal of fish the impulse
to follow it is so strong as to make the possibility of trans
gression very serious within narrow limits of free waters.

Hence, it has been deemed wiser to exclude them from space
less than four miles each way from the forbidden lines." x*

In the enforcement of our prohibition statute there is
contemporary history indicating that the Executive Depart
ment of our Government, as well as the judicial, recognizes
the three-mile limit. From 1799 Congress has provided for
the enforcement of our revenue laws within four leagues
of shore "against vessels bound to our ports." Such pro
visions are contained in the present Act of 1922 relating
to customs duties. Probably every nation as well as our

own has revenue enactments authorizing the boarding of
inbound foreign ships and forbidding the unlading and

17 This line from headland to headland is regarded as a continuation of the coast line
for the purpose of measuring the marine league of marginal sea seaward from
such line as a base. The Institute of International Law recommended 12 miles
in accordance with its recommendation of a general extension of the marginal
sea to 6 miles. (Crocker's collection, p. 155.) Certain bays are historically
accepted as territorial waters though more than 10 miles across, e. g. Con
ception Bay, Newfoundland, Chesapeake Bay, Delaware Bay, and the Gulf of
Fonseca.

a Crocker's Collection, p. 119 ; Annuaire de VInstitute de droit international, VoL 18,
1894-5, p. 146.
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transhipping of cargo at distances in excess of the three-
mile limit except in compliance with specified regulations.
Our own statutes prescribe a distance of four marine

leagues or twelve geographic miles within which this juris
diction may be exercised.19
By order of the Treasury Department during the Sum

mer and Fall of 1922 some twenty ships were seized outside
the three-mile limit under the provisions to which I have
referred.
In the case of The Grace and Ruby (283 Fed. 475), the

Federal District Court in Massachusetts asserted jurisdic
tion over a British schooner lying off the coast beyond the
three-mile limit, but within the four-league limit unlawfully
unlading a cargo of intoxicating liquors. A number of
other vessels were seized under similar circumstances by
the Federal authorities.
While these activities of the Treasury Department were

in progress Secretary Hughes suggested to Great Britain
a proposal for a treaty between the two nations under

These statutes have been supported on the ground that a nation has a general
right to protect itself even when such protection requires action beyond the
three-mile limit. Church v. Bubbart, 2 Cranch, 187, is the leading judicial
authority for the principle. A celebrated diplomatic example is thus recounted
by John Bassett Moore. "The leading illustration of the distinction that has
sometimes been drawn between the exercise by a nation of its protective power
and the claim of exclusive possession and jurisdiction, is found in the position
taken by the French Government in the case of the 'Alabama' and the 'Kear-
sarge' in 1864. When the Hearsarge' appeared off Cherbourg, France, in pur
suit of the 'Alabama,' which was then lying in that horbor, M. Drouyn de l'Huys,
the French Minister of Foreign Affairs, who had been advised that the 'Alabama'
intended to meet the TEearsarge,' and that the ships probably would attack
each other as soon as they were three miles off the coast, made to Mr. Dayton,
Minister of the United States, in an interview, the following statement :
"That a sea fight would thus be got up in the face of France, and at a dis

tance from their coast within reach of the guns used on shipboard in those
days. That the distance to which the neutral right of an adjoining Government
extended itself from the coast was unsettled, and that the reason of the old rule,
which assumed that three miles was the outermost reach of a cannon shot, no

longer existed, and that, in a word, & fight on or about such a distance from
their coast would be offensive to the dignity of France and they would not
permit it.'
Mr. Dayton replied that: 'No other rule than the three-mile rule was known

or recognized as a principle of international law,' but that, 'if a fight were to
take place and we would lose nothing and risk nothing by its being further off,
I had, of course, no objection.' Mr. Dayton immediately advised Captain
Winslow, of the 'Kearsarge,' by letter, of the representations of M. Drouyn de
l'Huys, and added:
'Under such circumstances, I do not suppose that they would have, on prin

ciples of international law, the least right to interfere with you if three miles
off the coast; but if you lose nothing by fighting six or seven miles off the
coast instead of three, you had best do so. You know better than I � � �
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which the authorities of each would be authorized to exer

cise, beyond the three-mile limit of territorial waters, the

right of search for the purpose of preventing the smug

gling of liquor into the United States. The proposal for
such a treaty was submitted on June 26. On October 16

the British rejected the American Government's proposal,
basing their refusal on the time-honored principle under

which the British Government has opposed the search in

time of peace of British vessels anywhere on the high seas

outside the three-mile limit. About the same date Great
Britain also protested against the seizure of the Canadian
schooner Emerald eight miles off the Atlantic coast. In

the meantime, the President had ordered a modification of
the activities of the Prohibition Navy outside the three-
mile limit. The Emerald was released October 27 by order
of Secretary Mellon acting on the request of Secretary
Hughes, and on November 10, 1922, Secretary Mellon
ordered the release of all ships seized beyond the three-
mile limit where there was no evidence of boats going
ashore. The attitude of the British Government is in
doubtful harmony with the British Hovering Acts of 1736

whether the pretense of the "Alabama" of a readiness to meet you is more than
a pretense, and I do not wish you to sacrifice any advantage if you have it. I
suggest only that you avoid all unnecessary trouble with France; but if the
"Alabama" can be taken without violating any rules of international law and

may be lost if such a principle is yielded, you know what the government
would expect of you. You will, of course, yield no real advantage to which
you are entitled, while you are careful to so act as to make uselessly no unneces

sary complications with the government.'
This letter was duly delivered to Captain Winslow, but the messenger by

whom it was sent found on his arrival at Cherbourg that the Prefect had
already made known the wishes of the French Government as to the distance
within which a fight should not occur. The fight took place on the morning
of June 19, 1864. When the 'Alabama' left the harbor she was accompanied
by a French man-of-war, apparently for the purpose of Beeing that the battle
was not begun too near the shore. It began soon after the man-of-war left the
'Alabama.' The 'Kearsarge' was then lying probably from seven to nine
miles offshore. The fight lasted an hour and a half, and the 'Alabama,' when
she began to fill, made for the coast, from which she was five miles distant when
she sank. In acknowledging the receipt of Mr. Dayton's report of the trans

action, Mr. Seward said: 'I approve of your instructions to Captain Winslow.
It will be proper for you, nevertheless, while informing M. Drouyn de l'Huys
that I do so in a spirit of courtesy towards France, to go further and inform
him that the United States do not admit a right of France to interfere with
their ships of war at any distance exceeding three miles. Especially must we

disallow a claim of France so to interfere in any conflict that we may find
it necessary to wage in European waters with piratical vessels like the "Alabama,"
built, armed, manned, and equipped, and received as a belligerent in opposition
to our persistent remonstrances, to commit depredations on our commerce.* "

John Bassett Moore, Digest of International Law, Vol. 1, p. 723.
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and 1784, which assert jurisdiction for revenue purposes
to a distance of four leagues from the shore. There are

acts setting up a similar claim for health purposes. In

1797, 1799 and 1807 our Congress legislated to the same

effect, and many other maritime nations have embodied
like provisions in their laws. Dana, in his edition of Whea-
ton's International Law, argues, however, that the right to
make seizures beyond the three-mile limit has no existence

in modern international law and maintains in regard to

the Act of Congress of 1797 that it did not authorize the

seizure of a vessel outside the marine league but only of

seizure and punishment within that limit for certain of

fenses committed more than three miles, but less than

twelve miles from the shore.20

So much for the extent of the area of the Territorial Sea.

The general recognition that it comprises "a marginal belt
of the sea extending from the coast line outward a marine

league or three geographic miles" amply sustains the

declaration to that effect in the Sea Stores cases.

This brings us to the consideration of the sovereignty
of the littoral power over the maritime belt. Oppenheim
cited as one of the authorities for the view expressed by
the United States Supreme Court, in the Sea Stores cases,
declares that, while no unanimity exists with regard to

the nature of the sway of the littoral state, "many writers
maintain that such sway is sovereignty, that the maritime
belt is a part of the territory of the littoral state, and that
the territorial supremacy of the latter extends over its
coast waters. Whereas it is nowadays universally recog
nized that the open sea cannot be state property, such part
of the sea as makes the coast waters would, according to

opinion of these writers, actually be the State property of
the littoral states, although foreign states have a right of
innocent passage for their merchantmen through the coast
waters." 21

80 For a review of the events referred to, see note, Columbia Law Rev., VoL XXIII,
No. 5, p. 472.

21 L. Oppenheim International Law, Vol. 1, p� 265, Sec. 185 (Crocker's Collection,
p. 339).
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This is the view taken by our Supreme Court, in con

tradistinction to that adopted by other writers of great
authority who emphatically deny the territorial character

of the maritime belt and concede to the littoral state in

the interests of the safety of the coast only certain powers

of control, jurisdiction, police and the like but not sov

ereignty. "This is purely erroneous," says Oppenheim,
"since the real facts of international life would seem to

agree with the first mentioned opinion only."
A substantial part of the writings of authorities on

international law is devoted to these antagonistic conten

tions. Elaborate distinctions are drawn between imperium
and dominium, potestas and jurisdiction Unlike the his

tory of the three-mile limit, it is at least doubtful whether

these distinctions have been resolved into a universally
accepted doctrine as to the character of the jurisdiction
over the Territorial Sea vested in the littoral sovereignty.
At the meeting at Paris of the Institute of International

Law, held in 1894,23 it was proposed to adopt as Article I
of a suggested modification of the rules concerning the

status of the Territorial Sea that "the State is sovereign
over a zone of the sea which washes the coast." The article
as adopted by the Institute changed the phraseology so as

to read, "The state has a right of sovereignty," although
it was pointed out that a right of sovereignty is less than

sovereignty, just as a right of property indicates less than

absolute property. The action of the Institute is char

acteristic of the caution or timidity with which the subject
of the extent or character of the jurisdiction over the

Territorial Sea is usually approached, but it is very doubt
ful that any power will hereafter adopt a position in con

tradiction of that declared by the United States Supreme
Court in the Sea Stores cases, for denial of the correctness
of that position necessarily involves a declaration of a

** Du Vigneaux ; Le Droit de l'Etat but la Mer Territoriale classifies writers on the

subject into those advocating (1) a right of property, (2) of sovereignty, (8)
of "mitigated sovereignty or jurisdiction," and (4) of coastal servitudes in the

littoral state (p. 18, teq.).
"Annuaire de l'institute de droit Internationale, vol. 18, 1894-6, p. 328 (Crocker,

p. 146).
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definite character as to the nature of the position to be

affirmed.24
One result of the Supreme Court's decision, therefore,

would seem to be an acceptance of the doctrine announced
by the court that the jurisdiction over the Territorial Sea

implies territorial ownership of that sea up to its accepted
limits.
Are there any qualifications on such ownership? There

is at least one : "The common right of navigation," as it is
called by the Supreme Court in the Manchester case, or the

right of innocent or inoffensive navigation as international

jurists describe it. The maritime belt is open to merchant
men of all nations for inoffensive navigation, cabotage, or
the coastwise trade excepted, "and it is," says Oppenheim,
"the common conviction that every state has by customary
law a right to demand that in time of peace its merchant
men may inoffensively pass through the territorial mari
time belt of every other state." Only one writer, Kliiber,29
upholds the exclusive right of the littoral sovereignty to
the navigation of the territorial sea and affirms that "the
state could not be accused of injustice if it prevented the

passage of vessels over the sea under the cannon of its
coast."
What is the nature of this right of innocent navigation

with respect to territorial ownership? It may not im

properly be described as a servitude or easement, the domi
nant tenement being the sea outside the three-mile limit
and the servient tenement the territorial waters of the
littoral power.
It is not mere phraseology or explanation which recom

mends this doctrine in contradistinction to the theory sup
ported by De Lapradelle, with its multitude of servitudes
in favor of the littoral state imposed upon the belt of
M It would seem that the Supreme Court might have decided the case before It

upon the opposite theory. Even writers who deny the extent of the sovereignty
of the littoral state over the marginal sea admit that harbors and bays within
faucet terrae are subject to that sovereignty (Twiss, The Law of Nations con

sidered as Independent Political Communities, p. 292, Sec. 179 ; Crocker's Col
lection, p. 451, Nys Le Droit International, Vol. 1, p. 441 (Crocker, p. 819). As
the vessels affected in the Sea Stores cases were probably all in port when the
effort was made to enforce the law upon them the broader question of sovereignty
in the marginal belt may not have been necessarily involved.

" Droit des Gens Moderne de 1'Europe, Sec. 76.
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marginal waters considered as a part of the common sea.

Such an accumulation of servitudes, involving practically
every element with which the littoral state is concerned
for its protection and defense, the collection of its revenues,
and the health and welfare of its inhabitants, leaves to the

community of nations no residuum of rights in the Terri
torial Sea except the right of innocent navigation.
The territorial ownership of the littoral state must have

definite geographic limits. Our Supreme Court has de
termined that such ownership includes a belt of marginal
waters measured by a marine league from low water. Be

yond that the sea is the property of all nations, res com

munis,� and by virtue of that common ownership there is
constituted a proprietorship in all to which the right of
inoffensive passage through the territorial waters of each
of them is appurtenant. It is only inoffensive passage, how
ever, which is permitted. Into such waters may not come
those whose mission or errand is to do things that are pro
hibited by the law of the littoral state. Were it otherwise,
the sovereignty of the land itself would be flouted if not
denied. It follows that the determination of what consti
tutes a violation of the right of inoffensive passage must
be the exclusive prerogative of the littoral power. For the
protection of the sovereignty, therefore, the littoral state
cannot be satisfied with less than complete authority over

the Territorial Sea, and this must imply "territorial owner
ship."
* Justinian ; Institutes II, 1, See. 1-6 cited by De Lapradelle. The proposition, how

ever, has been denied. (Nys; Le Droit Internationale, p. 617), (Crocker, p.
832) Du Vigneaux; Le Droit de I'Etat sur la Iter Territoriale, p. 26).



BOOK REVIEW
OUTLINES OF THE LAW OF AGENCY�By Floyd R. Mechem,

LL.D. Third Edition. Callaghan & Company. 1923.

fX*HERE is little justification for new editions of many
law books now appearing. Some of these new editions,

to adopt the expression of Mr. Justice Holmes, "contain,
as in some fruits, a large constituent of water" (Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Introduction to "Rational Basis of Legal
Institutions," Modern Legal Philosophy Series, Macmillan,
1923). This is not true of Professor Mechem's book. In
the third edition there are 436 pages of text matter, ap

proximately 3,000 cases are cited, and there are approxi
mately 100 new pages on the liability of the master for
the act of the servant. This last addition, as explained by
Professor Mechem, in a note, has been made in view of
the fact that many law schools treat the subject pi master
and servant under the heading of Agency. It is gratifying
to find Professor Mechem in agreement with those authori
ties who believe that the law of master and servant, princi
pal and agent, and employer and independent contractor,
should be treated as associated, for the purpose of law
school work. For example, in Street, Foundations of Legal
Liability, Vol. 2, Contract, page 430, the author says: "It
would be better if usage permitted us to speak of the whole
field as 'Law of Representation' and to use agency and
service, respectively, to cover the ground in contract and
in tort." In the second edition of this work Professor
Mechem confined his discussion to the law of principal
and agent, strictly speaking. The second edition contained
only 164 pages of text matter and references to approxi
mately 1,000 cases. The index to the second edition con

tained only 12 pages, whereas the index to the third edition
contains 17 pages. The third edition also reprints, in an

appendix, the statutory provisions of several States on the
subject of agency, and several important forms. Professor
Mechem gives evidence of his ability to prepare interest
ing and valuable notes, so that the annotations are far
from being a mere collection of citations. Frequent refer
ence is made to law reviews and to the leading casebooks
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of Wambaugh and Goddard. It is regrettable that the
author does not treat the subject of Workmen's Compensa
tion somewhat more in detail, only three or four pages
being devoted to a discussion, specifically, of Workmen's
Compensation. While, as might be expected, the third
edition of the present work is based in large measure upon
the author's two volume treatise on the subject, the text
and notes in the; third edition have been rewritten inde

pendently of the large edition. The work is well up to

date, such leading cases as Lagumis vs. Girard, 1921, 190
N. Y. Supplement, 207, and other recent cases will be found
cited in the notes. Professor Mechem is preparing the re

statement of the law of Agency, for the American Law

Institute, and his selection for that position is amply justi
fied by the third edition of his handbook and by the two
volume edition of his treatise. The third edition of
Mechem's Outlines of Agency is the best compact, yet rea
sonably comprehensive statement of the law of Agency,
which has yet appeared.

Hugh J. Fegan.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS
One of the most notable decisions in regard to the law of evidence

was recently decided by the highest court of our land, the Supreme
Court of the United States, in the case of Brosnan v. Brosnan, de
cided on November 26, 1923, reported as No. 56�October Term, 1923.
This case came from the Court of Appeals, D. C, the facts being as

follows :

One Timothy Brosnan died, leaving a last will and testament which
was duly filed for probate, whereupon his widow, Margaret Brosnan,
appellee, filed a caveat challenging the mental capacity of the de
cedent. The court instructed the jury that the burden of proof was
on the caveatees to prove the soundness of the testator's mind. Upon
appeal the Supreme Court decided that under a caveat challenging
the mental capacity of the testator, whether before or after the will

has been admitted to probate, the burden of proof as to the soundness

of mind of the testator at the time the will was executed is upon the
caveator.
This decision was based mainly on the case of Leach v. Burr, 188

U. S. 510 (1903), a case also arising in the District of Columbia, in
which the court had plainly laid down the principle that "upon ques

tions of this kind admitted to a jury, the burden of proof, in this

district at least, is in the caveators." The cases of Dunlap v. Peter,
1 Cranch C. C. 403; Higgins v. Carlton, 28 Md. 115; and Tyson v.

Tyson's Executors, 37 Md. 567, were all cited in this decision. How

ever, the reason for the necessity of reiterating this doctrine was the

fact that the District of Columbia courts regarded the earlier case of
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Rich v. Lemmon, 15 App. D. C. 511 as controlling and were following
that decision.
Professor John Henry Wigmore, in his eminent and masterful

treatise on evidence, lays down the rule as follows: "It seems to be
generally conceded that the burden of proof as to a testator's sanity
is on the proponent of the will, in the sense that when the case goes
to the jury, he has the risk of non-persuasion ; the testator's sanity is
a fact essential to the proponent's claim. But there is a difference of
views as to the duty of going forward with evidence. According to
one view, evidence of execution with due formalities, introduced by
the proponent, may suffice to raise a presumption of sanity, so as to

require the opponents to introduce evidence of insanity. By another
view, the evidence of execution does not raise this presumption, and
the proponent therefore has the duty of coming forward, as in any
other case, with some evidence of his 'factum probandum'; i. e., sanity
(Wigmore on Evidence, second edition, Vol. 5, Sec. 2500).
By this statement, Professor Wigmore means that the burden of

proof is in most cases upon the proponent of the will to prove the

sanity of the testator and by other decisions, although the burden of
proof does not shift, the presumption of sanity by the probating of
the will allows the burden of procedure to change over to the
contestants.
Brosnan v. Brosnan, supra, seems to be in conflict with the above

holding of Professor Wigmore, stating that the burden of proof is

always on the contestant of the will to prove the insanity of the
testator.
Greenleaf in his treatise on Evidence states the following: "The

burden of proving unsoundness or imbecility of mind in the testator
is on the party impeaching the validity of the will for this cause."
Another eminent authority, Jones on Evidence, states the law to

be as follows:

"Presumption of law is in favor of capacity and that he who
insists on the contrary has the burden of proof. This presumption
is well founded. Here the conflict arises, one holding the burden
remains upon proponent throughout the case, the other insisting
that after the proof of the will is made, the burden is on the con

testant. We think the gradual trend is to shake off the web of tra
dition and very often poorly founded and worse interpreted prece

dent, and to come into line with a uniform principle, namely, to
treat the contestant as an ordinary party to an action setting up
an allegation and taking upon himself the full burden of proving
it. Let the preliminary proofs be made and if an attack is intended
the attacking party must win or lose by the strength of his own

forces."
He states that the authorities in the different states are not so

much in conflict but' follow two separate lines of decisions, the
authorities being practically equally divided. Jones on Evidence,
Vol. II. The English rule is thus stated in Jarman on Wills (I, p.
37 note (bl) : "If a will rational on the face of it is shown to have
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been duly executed, it is presumed in the absence of any evidence to
the contrary that it was made by a person of competent understand
ing. But if there are circumstances not merely opposed to but suffi
cient to counterbalance that presumption, the decree of the court
must be against the validity, unless the evidence on the whole is
sufficient to establish affirmatively that the testator was of sound
mind when he executed it."
This whole subject is a debatable one and no general rule can be

devised to reconcile the conflicting decisions in the various juris
dictions. Whichever rule is applied has frequently been declared
by the court adopting it to be sustained by the weight of authority.
However, if the weight of authority is now to be determined, it is
that the contestant of the will has the burden of proof.
The only conceivable way of analyzing this conflict of the law in

the different jurisdictions is to enumerate and classify them under
one or the other head.
Those jurisdictions which hold that the burden of proof lies upon

the proponent of the will are:

Connecticut, which holds that the testamentary capacity must be
affirmatively proved by the proponent. Comstock v. Hadlyme
Ecclesiastical Soc, 8 Conn. 255.
The same rule is obtained in Georgia; Evans v. Arnold, 52 Ga. 169.
In Maine, also the testator's sanity must be proved affirmatively.

Gerrish v. Nasen, 22 Me. 438. Cilley v. Cilley, 34 Me. 162; Barnes
v. Barnes, 66 Me. 286.
Nebraska holds that the proponent must first make a prima facie

case of the testator's capacity. Seebrook v. Fedawa 30 Neb. 424.
In Texas, the burden of proof is on the proponent of the will and

the general rule of presumption of sanity is denied. Beazley v.

Denson, 40 Tex. 416; Renn v. Samos, 33 Tex. 760.
In Vermont, the proponent must affirmatively prove the capacity of

the testator. Williams v. Robinson, 42 Vt. 658; Denny v. Pinney, 5
New England Rep. 639.
The Wisconsin doctrine is laid down by Lyons, J., in Silverthorn's

Will, 68 Wis. 372, stating affirmative proof of testator's sanity must

be shown by proponent of will.
McMechen v. McMechen, 17 W. Va. 683, laid down the rule the same

as the foregoing jurisdictions for the State of West Virginia.
In Minnesota, the case of Layman's Will, 40 Minn. 371, states the

proponent has the burden of proof.
The leading case in Massachusetts, is that of Crowninshield v.

Crowninshield, 2 Gray 524, which states that the burden of proof is
on the proponent and if the testamentary capacity is uncertain, the
will cannot be proved.
In Missouri, the burden of proof of the sanity of the testator rests

upon those endeavoring to establish the will. Jones v. Roberts, 37 Mo.
App. 307.
In Michigan, the burden of proof is on the proponent to establish

the mental capacity of the testator. In re Mansbach's Estate, 114

N. W. 65; In re Hoyles' Will, 127 N. W. 284.
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In Indiana, before probate the burden is on the proponent but
after probate it is otherwise. Pepper v. Martin, 92 N. E. 777.
New Hampshire and Oregon follow this general trend of authority,

the latter being bound by the case of Darby v. Hindman, 153 P. 59.
The New York Surrogates' Court also follows the above decision

regardless of the fact that the other New York courts are contra.
In re Van Den Hewel's Will, 136 N. Y. S. 1109.
The decisions of the courts holding the burden of proof to be on

the contestant are:
The courts of Arkansas have decided that the contestant must

prove the incompetency of the testator, Smith v. Boswell, 124 S. W.
264.
In Alabama, it is also held that the burden of proof is on the con

testant and is not shifted, Cummins v. McDonnell, 66 So. 717.

California, in a series of cases has laid down the doctrine that on
a petition to revoke the probate of a will, the burden of proving un

soundness of mind was on the contestants. In re Clarke's Estate, 149
P. 828.
In Delaware the rule prevails that testamentary incapacity is not

to be presumed until the contrary is satisfactorily shown by the con

testant. Rodney v. Burton, 86 A. 826.
The Illinois doctrine is laid down in the case of Austin v. Austin,

103 N. E. 268, which holds the burden is on the contestant to prove
the lack of mental capacity by a preponderance of the evidence.
The same rule is governing in the following jurisdictions: Iowa, by

the case of Gates v. Cole, 115 N. W. 236; Louisiana, by the case of
Succession of Villa, 61 So. 765; Maryland, Johnson v. Johnson, 65 A.
915; and Tyson v. Tyson, 37 Md. 567; North Carolina, In re Cherry's
Will, 79 S. E. 288; Oklahoma, In re Blackfeather's Estate, 153, P.
839 ; Pennsylvania, In re McNitt's Estate, 78 A. 32 ; New York, In re

Blaine's Will, 143 App. Div. 687; South Carolina, Mordecai v. Canty,
68 S. E. 1049; Virginia, Hopkins v. Wampler, 62 S. E. 926; Washing
ton, In re Hanson's Estate, 15 P. 264; Ohio, Re Jones Estate, 2 Ohio
Dec. 409; Mississippi, Payne v. Banks, 32 Miss. 292; Federal Courts,
Leach v. Burr, 188 U. S. 510. The courts of Kentucky apply the doc
trine which allows the proponent to rest after the will is established
and the burden is then on the contestant. Bottom v. Bottom, 106
S. W. 216.
By the above summary of authorities it is easy to see that the

statement made by Professor Wigmore must be taken with some modi
fication. The decision of Brosnan v. Brosnan, supra, however, has
fully decided the holding for this District and seems to be supported
by the weight of authority of the state courts.

�H. P. G.
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SALE BY SAMPLE�ESSENTIALS AND WARRANTIES IM
PLIED.

The Sales Act of Connecticut (�16, General Statutes �4682) pro
vides as follows: "In case of a contract to sell or a sale by sample
(a) there is an implied warranty that the bulk shall correspond with
the sample in quality, (b) there is an implied warranty that tho
buyer shall have a reasonable opportunity of comparing the bulk
with the sample * * *." This, or substantially similar clauses,
are contained in the general sales statutes of most states; and the
Uniform Sales Act,1 and the English Sale of Goods Act ' both include
identically the same clause. However, no statutory definition is given
of a sale by sample,* and therefore the case of L. A. Lockwood, Jr.,
Inc., v. E. Gross & Co., Inc. (Supreme Court of Errors of Connecti
cut, July 27, 1923), which is in accord with the weight of authority,
affords an interesting discussion on this point. The rule that is there
announced is that:

"To constitute a sale by sample, the contract must show that
the parties contracted with reference to a sample which was

exhibited, and that they understood that they agreed that the
bulk of the commodity, which was the subject of the contract,
should correspond with it; it being insufficient to merely show
that a sample had been exhibited and representations made con

cerning it unless such representations were made a part of the
contract."

The facts in the instant case, not capable of condensation to any
great extent, were as follows: The plaintiff corporation, engaged in
the cotton waste business in Providence, R. I., entered into the nego
tiations described below with the defendant company, dealers in
waste and paper stock, and located at Hartford, Conn. In the dis
cussions relative to the proposed contract for sale of paper stock
sweepings, a sample was requested to be sent the defendant, to which
the plaintiff acceded, but stated that as the sweepings were of a

low grade stock, they would not sell by sample, and urged that the
agent of the defendant go to the plaintiff's plant and examine the
stock before completing the contract. A twenty-five pound sample
was, however, forwarded to the defendant, but the plaintiff intended
the sweepings to represent merely the bulk of the P. K. S. (trade
designation of cotton waste sweepings). Subsequently a sales note

duly signed and in duplicate was sent to the defendant, and one copy
by him signed and returned to the plaintiff. The note or contract

specified that for fixed prices the plaintiff would sell and the defend
ant buy all the P. K. S., etc., collected for 1920 of quality "as seen

and agreed" upon credit terms, delivery arrangements, etc., not here
material. Pursuant to this contract shipments were made which
were protested by the defendant as not being in accordance with the

1 Sect. 16�Implied Warranties in Sale by Sample.
3 Sec. 16�English Sale of Goods Act.
' Sale of Goods Act, Section 15 ( 1 ) . "A contract of sale is � contract for sale by

sample where there is u term in the contract, express or implied, to that effect."
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twenty-five pound sample. Plaintiff claimed sale was not by sample
and accordingly when defendant refused to further carry out the

contract, brought action for the contract price of goods it held for

delivery. The trial court, holding sale was by sample, and that de

liveries under the contract were not of the quality shown by the

sample, concluded that the defendant was justified in refusing to

accept shipments. In accordance with the intent of the vendor and

the rule first stated, the trial court was reversed by the Superior
Court of Errors, and a new trial ordered.

No very great difficulty is presented in this case because it clearly
appears that an express statement, at the time of the preliminary
negotiations, was made by the seller that the goods were inferior

and that they would not be sold by sample. This is borne out by
the sale note*�and upon this express refusal to sell by sample the

decision of the appellate court may be fully sustained. But the
reason for the rule of law announced is open to some question.
By way of definition it has been stated that 5 "A sale by sample is

where a small quantity of any commodity is exhibited by the vendor

as a fair specimen of the bulk, which is not present, and which there

is no opportunity to examine. To constitute such a sale, it must

appear that the parties contracted solely with reference to the sam

ple, and mutually understood that they were so dealing in regard
to the quality of the bulk." A leading case" has stated the rule to

be that to effect a sale by sample so as to bind the seller for a corre

spondence in bulk, it must be shown that the seller adopts the sample
as his description of the bulk, and that the buyer concludes the pur
chase upon the faith and credit of the description so given; the

sample must be so used as to amount to an express averment by the
seller of the condition and quality of the goods sold. From these

holdings it is evident that the mere exhibition of a sample at the
time of the sale will not, of itself, make it a sale by sample so as to

subject the seller to liability on an implied warranty as to the nature

and quality of the goods "*�and to authorize the finding of a sale by
sample it must appear that the parties contracted solely with refer
ence to the sample exhibited; that, as before stated, they mutually
understood that they were dealing with the sample as an agreement
4 So, the exhibition of samples to the purchaser at the time of a sale of waste silk

does not make the sale one by sample, where the sales do not indicate simply a

sale of a certain quantity of waste silk, without referring to the samples.
Gardiner v. Gray, 4 Campb. 144.

* Reynolds v. Palmer, 21 Fed. 433, quoted with approval in Wadhams v. Balfour,
51 Pac. 642.

� Gunther v. Atwell, 19 Md. 157.
"Columbia River Packers' Assn. v. Springfield Grocer Co., 108 S. W. 113, holding:

"Every exhibition of a sample of goods to a purchaser at the time of a sale
does not of itself amount to a representation that the sample exhibited has been
taken from the bulk of the goods offered for sale, nor make the sale one by
sample in the absence of an agreement to that effect." Barnard v. Kellogg, 10
Wall 388.
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cr understanding that the bulk of the commodity correspond with it.'
These decisions proceed upon the assumption that to become a bind
ing factor there must have been manifested an intention to contract
that the bulk should be like the sample.8 It is the correctness of the
predication of the rule on the intent of the vendor to be bound
thereby to which this discussion will be confined.
It is quite patent that if the seller expressly refuses to sell by

sample�no warranty can be implied by law that a sample coin-
cidently exhibited will bind him to supply the bulk of like quality.
But it is just as obvious that the secret intention of the vendor not
to be bound by a sample freely shown should not relieve him of all
responsibility in regard to a conformity of the bulk with the sample
thus exhibited. Only when considered as a warranty would an equi
table construction be given the facts which are asserted (not mere

opinions) and which become material inducements to purchase. The
early doctrine, which held "intent to be bound" essential, arose

according to Professor Williston8 out of adherence to the dictum of
Buller, J.,10 that: "It was rightly held by Holt, C. J., in the subse
quent cases, and has been uniformly adopted ever since that an affir
mation at the time of sale is a warranty, provided it appears on evi
dence to have been so intended." This is not theoretically sound
and the later decisions tend to repudiate this doctrine. Thus it has
been said that11 "The better class of cases hold that a positive affir
mation of a material fact, intended to be relied upon as such and
which is so relied upon, constitutes in law a warranty, whether the
vendor mentally intended to warrant or not. The latter is the doc
trine of this court, as indicated by the numerous cases, where it has
been applied." So, in amplifying this conclusion the court of another
state held that:1* "It is not true, as sometimes stated, that the repre
sentation, in order to constitute a warranty, must have been intended
by the vendor as well as understood by the vendee to be a warranty.
If the contract be in writing and it contains a clear warranty, the
vendor will not be permitted to say that he did not intend what his
language clearly and explicitly declares; and so, if it be by parol, and
the representation as to character or quality of the article sold be
positive, not a mere matter of opinion or judgment, and the vendee
understands it as a warranty, and he relies upon it, and is induced
by it, the vendor is bound by the warranty, no matter whether he
intended it to be a warranty or not. He is responsible for the lan
guage he uses, and cannot escape liability by claiming that he did

7 Beirne v. Dord, 5 N. Y. 95 ; Cousiney v. Pearsall, 8 Jones & S. 113 ; Proctor v.

Spratley, 78 Va. 254 ; Walter A. Wood Harvester Co. v. Ramberg, 60 Minn. 219 ;
Wood v. Michaud, 68 Minn. 478 ; Browning v. McNear, 145 CaL 272 ; Gunther v.

Atwell, supra.
� Imperial Portrait Co. v. Bryan, 111 Ga. 99 ; Day v. Raguet, 14 Minn. 237 ; Piekrell

& Craig Co. v. Wilson Wholesale Co., 86 S. E. 187 ; and cases cited in note 7.

�Williston on Sales, Sec. 198�Intent to Warrant.
"Pasley v. Freeman, 3 T. R. 61.
u Hoffman v. Dixon, 105 Wise 315.
" Hawkins v. Pemberton, 61 N. Y. 198 ; Heath Dry Gas Co. v. Hurd, 124 N. Y. App.

Div. 68.
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not intend to convey the impression which his language was cal
culated to produce upon the mind of the vendee." Thus the decisions
carefully distinguish between an opinion and an affirmation of fact,
and hold that an affirmation of fact is a warranty regardless of the
intent of the vendor."
It is advanced that the exhibition of a sample is an affirmation of

a fact in regard to the goods, made and relied upon solely to induce
the prospective buyer to purchase. The fact affirmed by act is that
the bulk of the goods is equal to the sample in quality. It can hardly
be urged that it is a normal conclusion or effect upon the mind of the
buyer to reason that the bulk and the sample will be dissimilar.
Nor is it reasonable to presume that a sample is superior to the
bulk�one does not buy from the person exhibiting the finest speci
men unless that specimen purports to be representative of the class
of goods to be delivered. The whole and sole object of a sample is
to portray and illustrate a typical unit of the bulk that a buyer may
be made acquainted with the quality of the bulk. Surely this repre
sentative office of a sample is the most emphatic kind of an affirma
tion of a fact, and is a material inducement to contract. The use of
the word "sample" to designate that which does not represent any
thing is a manifest misnomer. The very exhibition of a sample is
of itself an affirmation by act that is tantamount to a parol repre
sentation that the bulk of the goods is or will be equal to the sample.
Therefore, if, in respect to an affirmation of a material fact, the

intent of the vendor is to be disregarded and the result which his
acts would have upon the normal buyer alone looked to�it would
seem a better rule to hold every sale which was induced by the ex

hibition of a sample, not expressly disclaimed as representative of
the bulk, to be a sale by sample and to subject the vendor to the
warranties relative to correspondence between the sample and the
bulk.

�J. K. P.

"Herron v. Dibrell, 87 Va. 289; Hobert v. Young, 63 Vt. 363; McClintock v. Emick,
87 Ky. 160; Ingrah&m v. Union B. R. Co., 19 R. I. 365.
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DEEDS�Father entitled, on daughter's death, to rescind deed to her

in consideration of support

Moran v. Besan, 195 Northwestern Rep.
This is an appeal from a decree setting aside a deed given by a

father to his daughter and granddaughter.
After the death of J. W. Phillip's wife his married daughter, her

husband and two children came to live with him. Moved by affec
tion and desirous of arranging for his care and support and to
have the personal attentions of his daughter in his declining years,
he executed a deed to his daughter and her child, both of whom in
turn deeded him a life lease of the property. The deed and the lease
made no mention of the consideration of the deed (the care and

support by his daughter).
The death of his daughter disrupted the arrangement for the care

and support of her father, who boarded out for awhile and later

procured another daughter to move in and care for him. He filed
the bill to have the deed set aside for failure of consideration, but
died before the hearing, so the suit was revived in the name of the
administrator of the deceased's estate.
The defendant admits that a failure of consideration, as in this

case, may amount to grounds for setting the deed aside, but contends
that the plaintiff waived his right of rescission.
The Court, in holding for the plaintiff, said that the death of the

grantee, in cases like the present, does not necessarily constitute a

failure of consideration, authorizing rescission, but each case must

be passed upon according to its own particular facts and circum
stances.
If the right to rescind exists in any case, it may be waived and a

substituted performance might be accepted. Mere efforts, however,
to adjust performance to a change, do not constitute a waiver of the

right to rescind, unless they bring the beneficiary to the point of
satisfaction or give him all he ought to have.
Mr. Phillips did not waive his right to rescind because he was, by

no means, content with the arrangements after the death of his
daughter, for whose personal services he entered the deed.
The contention that the suit abated at the death of Mr. Phillips,

because the right to have rescission did not survive, avails the defend
ant nothing, since it is a well settled rule that a cause of action to

rescind a contract for failure of consideration does not abate when

property rights are affected (1 R. C. L. 47).
�J. T. S.
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POLICE POWER�Determination by the legislature of what con

stitutes proper exercise of police power is not final or conclusive.

Meyers v. State, �U. S., �, 67 L. ed. �, Adv. Ops. page 698.
Decided June 4, 1923.

The State of Nebraska enacted a law forbidding, in effect, the
teaching of foreign languages in the schools to any person who had
not completed the eighth grade. Meyer was indicted under this
statute for teaching the German language to a child who had not

passed the eighth grade. The supreme court of the state affirmed his
conviction, holding that the enactment of such a statute comes rea

sonably within the police power of the state.
The case was appealed to the Supreme Court of the United States,

and the state court was reversed. The court, speaking through Mr.
Justice McReynolds, held that the question for determination was

whether the statute unreasonably infringed any of the liberties guar
anteed to the plaintiff by the 14th Amendment. The learned judge
held that the determination by the legislature of what constitutes
proper exercise of the police power of the state is not final or con

clusive, but is subject to the supervision of the courts. He then pro
ceeded to say that mere knowledge of the German language cannot
be regarded as harmful, that no sudden emergency has arisen mak

ing knowledge by a child of some language other than English so

clearly harmful as to justify its inhibition, and consequently the
statute was, as applied, arbitrary and without reasonable relation to

any end within the competency of the state.
Several other cases arising under similar statutes in Ohio and

Iowa were disposed of at the same term of court upon the authority
of the above case. Mr. Justice Holmes, with whom Mr. Justice
Sutherland concurred, dissented from the court's opinion, saying
that while he appreciated the objection to the law that he thought
that it was a question upon which men might reasonably differ, and,
"I am unable to say that the Constitution of the United States pre
vents the experiment being tried."
The right of the courts to declare statutes invalid as going beyond

the valid exercise of the police power of the state is well settled.
"It is also true," said the court in McLean v. Arkansas, 211 U. S.
539, "that the police power of the state is not unlimited, and is sub
ject to judicial review, and when exerted in an arbitrary and oppres
sive manner such laws may be annulled as violative of the rights
protected by the Constitution." Upon what grounds then do the
courts decide that a statute is unreasonable and arbitrary? In the
last named case the court admitted that, "The legislature being
familiar with local conditions is, primarily, the judge of the neces

sity of such enactments. The mere fact that a court may differ with
the legislature in its views of public policy, or that judges may hold
views inconsistent with the propriety of the legislation, affords no

ground for judicial interference, unless the act in question is unmis
takably and palpably in excess of legislative power." In the case of
Truax v. Raich, 239 U. S. 33, the police power of the state is referred
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to as, "this admitted authority with the broad range of legislative
discretion."1 Under what circumstances may the court hold that
this discretion has been abused? In Lawton v. Steele, 152 U. S. 133,
it is said, "The state may interfere whenever the public interests
demand it, and in this particular a large discretion is necessarily
vested in the legislature to determine not only what the interests of
the public require but what measures are necessary for the protec
tion of such interests."' But the court adds to this the limiting
statement that, "The legislature may not under the guise of protect
ing the public interests, arbitrarily interfere with private business or

impose unusual and unnecessary restrictions upon lawful occupations.
In other words, its determination as to what is the proper exercise

of its police power is not final or conclusive, but is subject to the

supervision of the courts." *

The police power itself being rather vague, and not easily defined

or limited, the line where legislative discretion must give way to

judicial authority, is of necessity uncertain. "It is not a question
of substituting the judgment of the court for that of the legislature,"
but the question for determination is, "Is it within the police power
of the State?" Lochner v. State of New York, 239 U. S. 33. If the
court answers in the negative, the statute must be invalid, and as

said by the same judge who delivered the opinion in the case under

discussion, "Happily for all, the fundamental guaranties of the Con
stitution cannot be freely submerged if and when some ostensible

justification is advanced, and the police power is invoked." Adams
v. Tanner, 244 U. S. 590.

�A. M. H.

REFUSAL TO PERMIT NEGRO DEFENDANT TO EXAMINE
THE JURORS ON VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION AS TO MEMBER
SHIP IN KU KLUX KLAN HELD REVERSIBLE ERROR.

Benson v. State, Court op Criminal Appeals op Texas
254 S. W. 793.

Benson, a negro hotel porter, was indicted for transporting liquor
for illegal purposes. In the formation of the jury, Venireman
Harris was asked by the defendant whether or not he was a mem

ber of the organization called the Ku Klux Klan. The jurors had
already answered that they were not members of any secret organ
ization which would tend to influence them against the defendant.
For this reason the question asked of Harris was objected to and
the objection sustained on the same ground. The defendant reserved
an exception. On trial Benson was convicted of the crime charged
and he appealed.
1 See Mann v. Illinois, 94 U. S. 113, where it is said, "Of the propriety of legis

lative interference within the scope of legislative powers, the legislature is the
exclusive judge." But see also remarks on this case by the court in Dobbins v.

Los Angeles, 195 U. S. 223.
1 See Holden v. Hardy, 169 U. S. 366 ; Daniels v. Hilgard, 77 HL 640.
* See Otis v. Parker, 187 U. S. 606 ; Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U. S. 623.
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The contention of the appellant was that the law guaranteed him
a fair trial, one of the incidents of the fair trial being the right to
exercise a certain number of peremptory challenges; and that the
holding of the court in not permitting Harris to be examined in re

gard to membership in the Ku Klux Klan, disregarded that right.
The Court of Appeals held that it was reversible error for the trial

court not to permit a venireman, in the course of his examination
on his voir dire, to be examined on any subject which would enable
the defendant to exercise the right of peremptory challenges intelli
gently. "The holding of the trial court abridged the right of the
appellant to interrogate veniremen and to elicit from them facts
which would facilitate the intelligent exercise of peremptory chal

lenge."
A peremptory challenge is made to a juror without assigning any

reason therefor. If this privilege thus conferred by law is arbi

trarily denied the right to fair trial is abridged. But this right of
peremptory challenge would be empty, if the court could arbitrarily
refuse one the privilege of examination of the juror on his voir dire.
In Lewis v. U. S., 146 U. S. 370, the Supreme Court held the right of
peremptory challenge includes the privilege of "having jurors sworn

on their voir dire, and subjecting them to such examination as will
enable them to exercise the right intelligently."
In Kerly v. State (Texas), 230 S. W. 164, the court in speaking of

peremptory challenge said that "in conferring it the law gives effect
to the natural impulse to eliminate from the jury list not only persons
rendered incompetent for some of the disqualifying causes named in
the statute, but persons who by reason of appearance, politics, re
ligion, environment, or association, or by reason of the want of infor
mation in reference to them the accused may object to their service
upon the jury to which the disposition of his life or liberty is
submitted." A. L. H.

WRONGFUL SEARCH AND SEIZURE�By State officials held not
to effect admissibility of seized liquor in Federal prosecution.
Robinson v. U. S., 292 Fed. Rep. 683 (Decided October 8, 1923)
One Robinson was convicted of violation of Eighteenth Amendment,

brings error on ground that the lower court admitted in evidence

liquor obtained through an illegal warrant. Warrant was issued

authorizing search of premises in King County. State officials ex

ceeded jurisdiction of warrant by seizing two stills and liquor and
mash from premises in Snohomish County.
The Appellate Court (Circuit) affirms judgment of lower court,

holding it was not error to admit the evidence�that Fourth Amend
ment, prohibiting unreasonable search and seizures, is a restraint on
Federal Government and not to effect conduct of State officials; that
the Fifth Amendment merely protects the individual from compulsory
testimony by himself with reference to offense under prosecution.
The court distinguishes Boyd v. U. S. (116 U. S. 616), stating that

in that case an act of Congress was involved and declared unconr
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stitutional, here the question of illegality of warrant was raised col
laterally.
In rendering its decision the court held that the wrongful seizure

by State officials had no effect on the admissibility of seized liquor in
Federal prosecution, unless it be shown that Federal officials par
ticipated in that search and seizure, or knew of its being wrongful.

J. F. M.

EVIDENCE: BURDEN OF PROOF�CAPACITY OF TESTATOR.
In District of Columbia the burden of proof is on the one filing a

caveat to the probate of a will, or the one seeking revocation of a

probate, on grounds of mental incapacity of testator.

Brosnan v. Brosnan, 68 L. Ed. 132, Supreme Court Reports

(November 26, 1923)

Timothy Brosnan died in the District of Columbia on May 2, 1919,
leaving a last will and testament dated July 29, 1918, filed for pro
bate. His widow, Margaret, filed a caveat challenging the mental

capacity of the testator. In the lower court, the judge charged the

jury that "If the evidence is in balance, or in favor of the testator's
incompetency, then verdict is to be against the testator's capacity to

properly make the will. The Court of Appeals certifies the case to

the U. S. Supreme Court on the question as to "which party has the
burden of proof in such a case."
The Supreme Court decides that the law upon this point in the

District of Columbia is set by the Leach v. Burr case, 188 U. S. 510,
decided in 1903; namely, that the caveator has the burden of proof;
and that misapprehension on this point has been occasioned by an

incidental remark in Rich v. Lennon, 15 D. C. Appeals 507, but is
not the law.
This case, affirming Leach v. Burr, holds that "In the District of

Columbia, under a caveat to a will challenging the mental capacity
of a testator, whether made before or after will has been admitted
to probate, the burden of proof on the issue of "mental capacity" is
upon the caveator, not upon the proponent of the will.

J. F. M.

(For further discussion, see Notes and Comments.)

WATER AND WATER COURSES

Water of a spring situated wholly on government land is subject
to appropriation for beneficial use and one filing upon any unoccupied
public lands takes it subject to any vested or accrued water right
for domestic, mining, agricultural, manufacturing or other purposes
which are recognized by local laws and customs, and any one who

acquires by appropriation to the use of the spring on public lands

may restrain any subsequent patentee from any interference with

the use of such water over which the same is conducted to his

premises.
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In the recent case of Keiler et al. v. McDonald et ux.1 the facts
were as follows:
The plaintiffs, Fred J. Clemont and Joe D. Keiler, were owners of

a piece of land and held it as tenants in common. The plaintiffs
purchased the land from David F. Tinney, who had obtained a patent
thereto from the Government in 1903. Adjoining this land was an

other tract which in 1903 was a part of the Government holdings
and upon which was a spring that flowed continuously throughout
the year. Tinney diverted the water to his land for irrigation and
domestic uses, and the flow was used by the plaintiffs for the same

purposes. In 1908 this public tract, whereon the spring was located,
was patented to Albert Frances, who sold his land and rights to the
defendants. The defendants in laying out a road injured the pipe
line leading to the plaintiffs' land so that the supply of water was

cut off.
The plaintiffs brought this action to restrain the defendant from

interfering with this water pipe, setting up the claim to easement

acquired by user continuous and uninterrupted.
The court below held that the plaintiffs by long user had acquired

the right to maintain the pipe line over the defendant's premises.
The defendant contended that the right of the plaintiff to use the

water was only permissive so long as the lands belonged to the
Government and that when the property was conveyed to the grantee
the plaintiff continued to exercise his rights under a revocable
license. The Supreme Court of Idaho, in an opinion by Lee, J.,
said that such an idea was "wholly at variance with the entire theory
of the law with reference to the right to appropriate and use the
unappropriated public waters of the State, including that of natural

springs," and cited the case of Short v. Praese Water, 35 Idaho 691,
to the effect that waters of a spring situated upon Government lands
are subject to appropriation, and that, after the same have been
appropriated and applied to a beneficial use, one who thereafter
secures title from the Government takes such title subject to any
accrued and vested water rights already appropriated for a bene
ficial use.
The doctrine of this case as to the use of flowing water from public

lands or springs thereon prior to the time they are patented to indi
viduals is supported by the case of Snake Creek Mining and Tunnel
Co., Pet., v. Midway Irrigation Co. et al., decided by the Supreme
Court of the United States in 1923. The decision was based on

several acts of Congress passed before Utah became a : State. In this
case Judge Van Devanter stated that, "Rulings of cases were largely
in state of flux, the opinion disclosing pronounced difference among
the judges and tending at times to common-law rule and other times
against it."
In States which are not affected by the Act of July 26, 1866, the,

Act of July 9, 1870, and the Act of March 3, 1877, which were the
bases of the Utah case, the decisions indicate another view in the
case of Stillwater Co. v. Tarmer. The Supreme Court of Minnesota
in 1903 held that a person can take water for his own use only so

long as the use does not deprive others of their normal supply, pro-
1 Supreme Court of Idaho, July SI, 1928. Rehearing denied Sept. 27, 1923.
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vided the water is used for the general public for domestic purposes.
The cases of Holdeman v. Bruchart, 45 Pa. 517, and Basset v. Salis
bury Mfg. Co., 43 N. H. 569, follows the rule that an adjacent owner
may use the water but must not cause any unnecessary injury to the
neighboring owner. In the cases of Smith v. City of Brooklyn, 46
N. Y. Supp. 141, Burroughs v. Saterlee, 25 N. W. 808, Wheatly
v. Bough, 25 Pa. 528, Ohio Oil Co. v. Indiana, 150 Ind. 698, the
courts follow the rule that a land owner must not collect waters
which would otherwise be, or have theretofore been, appropriated by
his neighbor for the general welfare of the people.
The case which probably has departed furthest from the common

law rules and holds that the owner of land is strictly limited to
beneficial use of percolating waters is De Bot v. Doak, decided by the
Supreme Court of Idaho in 1920.' It may be noted that the courts
of New Jersey still follow the common law rules.*

NEGLIGENCE�Requisites of Last Clear Chance Doctrine Stated.

Palmer v. Tschtidy (L-A 7192) , 218 Pac. 36

This was an action brought for damages on account injuries suf
fered by plaintiff as a result of being struck by defendant's auto
mobile.
The testimony at the trial established that the plaintiff was about

to cross the street, that she glanced to the north and saw defendant's
automobile approaching southbound at a distance of about one-third
of a block (this block was shown by evidence to be about 590 feet) ;
that she then started across the street and when she had taken two or

three steps from the curb she again glanced to north and saw the
automobile still approaching, and, of course nearer at hand; that she
proceeded on and did not again look at or toward the approaching
automobile and did not see it again until after the accident. The
defendant chauffeur, as the evidence proved, had seen the plaintiff.
He sounded the horn when at a distance of 50 feet and again at 25
feet at both of which times plaintiff was in center of street and with
her back to the approaching automobile.
The plaintiff having rested her case the defendant moved for a

non-suit on ground of failure to prove negligence of defendant, and
also because the evidence established contributory negligence on the

part of the plaintiff. The motion was denied. The court instructed
the jury that the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence as a

matter of law and submitted the case to them on the single issue of
the last clear chance, under proper instruction defining that rule.
A verdict was returned in favor of the plaintiff.
The Supreme Court of California reversed this decision on appeal,

holding that the doctrine of last clear chance was inapplicable in this
case. The rule of the last clear chance presupposes : that the plain
tiff has been negligent; that as a result thereof she is in a situation
of danger from which she cannot escape by exercise of ordinary care;
that the defendant is aware of her dangerous situation under such
circumstances; that he realizes or ought to realize her inability to

� 176 N. W. 631.
�Meeker v. Mayor of East Orange, 70 Atl. 360.
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escape, that he then has a clear chance to avoid injuring her by the
exercise of ordinary care and fails to do so. If all of these essentials
are present the rule applies; if not, the ordinary rules of negligence
and contributory negligence govern the case. If being aware of the

danger and able to escape it by exercising ordinary care, the plaintiff
neglects to do so, she cannot invoke the last clear chance rule to place
the burden of the resulting loss upon the other party. As was said
in the case of Young v. Southern Pacific Co. (Cal. Sup.), 210 Pac.
259: "Obviously, if both parties to an accident could by the exercise
of ordinary care have avoided it, neither can be said to have had the
last clear chance. The liability is placed upon the party inflicting
the injury only if immediately before the actual infliction of the
injury the injured person was in such a situation as to be unable by
the exercise of reasonable and ordinary care, to extricate himself,
and vigilance on his part would not have avoided the injury."
Measuring the facts of this accident by the foregoing rules, it be

comes apparent that they do not meet the requirements of the last
clear chance rule. It cannot be justly said that the defendant could,
and plaintiff could not, have avoided the injury. Undoubtedly either
one could have avoided it easily. The defendant could have avoided
it by bringing his automobile to a stop. The plaintiff could have
avoided it by waiting until it had passed or by keeping her eyes on

it and timing her step so as not to pass in front of it so close as to
be in danger. If the plaintiff's conduct in going forward in the
manner she did was negligence, it was continued right up to the very
instant of the injury. The court in declaring the rule inapplicable
refer as a precedent to what was said in Young v. Southern Pacific

Co., supra, that "this exception (the last clear chance) to the general
rule, however, has no application to a situation where by mutual
carelessness an injury ensues to one of two parties, both of whom
are contemporaneously and actively in fault down to the very moment
of injury."
It would seem that this case is erroneous in two respects:
The driver clearly had the last opportunity to avoid the accident:

he saw the woman and, as the testimony shows, he sounded his horn
at a distance of 50 feet and again at a distance of 25 feet, at both
of which times the plaintiff was in the center of the street with her
back to the approaching automobile. It is obvious that if the driver
had applied his brakes either when at a distance of 50 feet or at a
distance of 25 feet the accident would have been avoided, clearly then
he had the last opportunity.
Moreover, the plaintiff was not negligent. It is not negligence to

start across the path of an approaching vehicle, provided there is
sufficient space for the car to stop. A car has no right of way, and
where a pedestrian has anticipated it by occupying a portion of the
street, it is the duty of the driver to stop or turn out. It is not the

duty of the pedestrian to stand aside to let the car pass. This de
cision holds that, if a driver sounds his horn he is relieved from

liability; that the pedestrian is at fault for failing to give right of
way to the driver and that the driver is justified in killing the
pedestrian for his audacity in not yielding the right of way.

G. L. M.
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(J^ansdell Incorporated
� I315C STREET N. W.

PRINTERS

and Publishers

Special Service
on Briefs and

Legal Printing If Main 1661 is busy call Main 3082



JOSEPH BARUCH & CO., Inc.

PRINTERS, STATIONERS, ENGRAVERS

*30 5th STREET, N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C

SUPPLIES FOR LAW STUDENTS�BAR EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

Tenschert G�f Flack
PHOTOGRAPHERS

802 F STREET NORTHWEST

COLLEGE AND SCHOOL YEAR GROUPS & CONVENTION WORK
BOOK PHOTOS A SPECIALTY
ENLARGING FLASH LIGHTS
PORTRAITS PANORAMAS

BANQUETS
COPYING VIEWS

Roomi 39, 40 and 41 If It's Done by Photographers We Do It
MAIN 5495 College Photo Specialists

WASHINGTON, D. C.

M. ACKERMAN, The Tailor
BRING YOUR CLEANING AND PRESSING

A SPECIAL DISCOUNT OF 10% TO GEORGETOWN STUDENTS
600 E Street Northwest Few doors below Law School

UNIVERSITY LUNCH
"UNDER THE LAW SCHOOL"

Sandwiches, Pastry, Good Coffee, Cigarettes, Magazines
"THE LAW STUDENT'S HANG-OUT"

Jim Watts, Proprietor. 502 E Street Northwest

BENNY'S SHAVING PARLOR
500 E STREET N. W.

(CORNER ABOVE LAW SCHOOL)

Sanitary�Up-to-date
GEORGETOWN MEN, WE WANT TO SEE YOU

PARKER-BRIDGET CO.
Nationally Known Store for Men and Boys

The Avenue at Ninth



ESTABLISHED 1818

^ttuVnirns ^tntiarf inn ^dcoa,
MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET

NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill 8800

Our Representative will be at the

SHOREHAM HOTEL
On the following days

during the coming season with Samples of

READY-MADE CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS
HATS AND SHOES

February 22, 23 April 18, 19
March 21, 11 May 16, 17

Sendfor "Comparisons"
BOSTON NEW POUT

MAIN 4900

COMPLIMENTS OF

Edmonston Studio

S10 13t!t STREET, N. W. (Between F & G) WASHINGTON, D. C.

COCHRAN'S POCKET LAW LEXICON
6000 WORDS and PHRASES ; Second Edition ; 12 Mo. ; 348 pages ; Pocket Siie ; Flexible
Leather. Price, $1.60, postpaid. A Dictionary of 6000 LEGAL WORDS and PHRASES,
with definitions, translations, applications, etc, and appendices explaining abbreviations
and references to reports, and giving the meaning of LATIN and FRENCH MATTMS
commonly found in law books.

THE W. H. ANDERSON COMPANY, PUBLISHERS, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

SAYLER'S AMERICAN FORM BOOK
A Collection of the MOST IMPROVED LEGAL FORMS and INSTRUMENTS embracing
Deeds, Mortgages, Leases, Bonds, Wills, Contracts, Bills of Exchange, Promissory Notes,
Checks, Bills of Sale, Receipts, and other Legal Instruments, prepared in accordance with
the LAWS OF THE SEVERAL STATES, with Instructions for Drawing and Executing
the same, for the use of Professional and Business Men for EVERY STATE and TER
RITORY. Fourth Edition; 522 pages. Price, $4.60, postpaid.

THE W. EL ANDERSON COMPANY, PUBLISHERS, CINCINNATI, OHIO.
REPRESENTED IN WASHINGTON, D. C, BY JOHN BYRNE & COMPANY

LAW BOOKSELLERS, 715 FOURTEENTH STREET, N. W.



4%

Accounts are respectfully
solicited from Students

and Graduates

on

Savings
American Commercial and

Savings Bank
7th and G Sts., N. W.

Fraternity Jewelry Favors Pennants Belli

THE FRATERNITY SHOP
Incorporated

1217 H STREET, N. W. PHONE MAIN 2812

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY AND GIVE PROMPT DELIVERY

BERENS CAFE
624 E ST. N. W.

If You Haven't Eaten at Beren's You've Missed Something
EATING HEADQUARTERS FOR GEORGETOWN STUDENTS

COMPLIMENTS OF

HARVEY'S RESTAURANT

PENNA. AVE. AT ELEVENTH

TO RESERVE TABLE PHONE FRANKLIN 4178
BEST FOOD AND SERVICE

Gallotti's Italian-American Restaurant�Try Once
BUSINESS MEN'S LUNCH 55c. REGULAR COURSE DINNER $1.25

(Opposite Raleigh Hotel)
C. GALLOTI, Manager 404 12th STREET, N. W., WASHIINGTON, D. C.



Every Student

OF THE

GEORGETOWN
LAW SCHOOL

Should keep abreast with

the J^egal News

which appears

T)aily in



Sip

10 REASONS WHY IT HAS NO EQUAL |
It contains all the law of corporations, besides the roost complete set
of Corporation Forms ever published.
It is up-to-date at a time when an up.to-date work is needed.
It will always be kept up-to-date by supplements issued periodically.
The purchaser need not fear that in a few years it |will be supplanted
by a new edition�the supplements answer . that. fear.
It was written by the greatest collection of corporation specialists ever.
assembled on any work.
Its mechanical excellence��over 15,000 large pages, clear type, best
paper.
For the price of 12 volumes the subscriber is in fact given the equivalent
of 15 volumes.
It combines the best features of a text book and a cyclopedia.
Its systematic, logical and encyclopedic arrangement enables the busy
lawyer to place bis finger on the point wanted instantly.
It cost the publishers $200,000; is it worth $90.00 to you?

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

12 Volumes, $90.00; Terms, $10.00 Gash; Balance $10.00 per Month

Callaghan & Company, 401-409 E. Ohio St., Chicago



MAKE YOUR HEADQUARTERS AT THE

CatholicCommunity House
(ACROSS THE STREET)

Home Cooked Lunch and Dinner, 50c

Cafeteria Under New Management�Messrs. Fryer & Ashen

WE CATER FOR SMOKERS AND BANQUETS

"GET A MEAL TICKET" Tickets Good For Our

$3.50 for $3.00 SPECIAL SUNDAY BREAKFAST AND
$5.50 for $5.00 DINNER served in lower dining room

DANCES EVERY FRIDAY�GEORGETOWN MEN WELCOME

Georgetown Law Journal
Is Provided

With Its Bibliography by Us

Georgetown Law Students
Are Provided With
Their Books by Us

Students Everywhere
Find Our Service Efficient and Helpful At All Times

May We Not Serve Tou?

JOHN BYRNE & CO., Law Book Publishers
715 14th Street N. W. Washington, D. C.



FREE TO LAWYERS

LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
THE CITATION PHASE

(1923 Edition)

An elaborate textbook, devoted ex

clusively to this important subject,
has been prepared at great expense.
A copy is yours for the asking.

You can take the drudgery out of

your research work by following
the fundamental rules laid down in
this book. It covers brief-building
and brief-testing. Fifty years of

development in a specialized field of
legal research have provided the
basis of this work.

USE THE COUPON

THE FRANK SHEPARD COMPANY,
76-88 Lafayette Street,
NEW YORK CITY.

Dear Sirs

Send me, without cost, your new eighty page, 1923, textbook on Legal
Bibliography�The Citation Phase.

Name

Address



GEORGETOWN
UNIVERSITY

The School of Law

Three year course leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Laws.

One year post graduate course

leading to the degree of Master
of Laws, or Master of Patent
Law.

Sessions of classes commence at

9:30 o'clock A. M., and at 5:10
o'clock P. M.

Distinct, parallel courses, each

leading to the law degree.

For further information apply to

Geo. E. Hamilton, LL.D., Dean
GEORGETOWN LAW SCHOOL

Washington, D. C.
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